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ABSTRACT

AN ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS GRAMMATICAL ERRORS
IN WRITING A NARRATIVE TEXT AT THE TENTH
GRADE STUDENTS OF SMA ISLAM AS-SHOFA
PEKANBARU. Thesis of English Language Education
Department at Faculty of Teacher Training and Education of
Universitas Islam Riau. 2W2.

Keywords: Error Analysis, Grammatical Errors, Narrative Text

This study was aimed out to find out and analyze the
grammatical errors in writing nanative text. The types of error
were classified based on Dulay's theory. Besides, the purpose of
this study is to find out their &equency of occurrence and to find
out the sources of errors which students made in writing narrative
text.

The mefrod used in this study was descriptive qualitative.
Furthermore, the subject of this study was Tenth Grade students of
SMA Islam As-Shofa Pekanbaru from Class 10 MIA 1 which
consisted of 24 students. The dafa were collected through
observation and writing test. The test used four topics such as Toba
Lake, Malin Kuadaag Tangkuban Perahu, and Surabaya.

The result of the error analysis process showed that students
committed error into four types: omission, addition, misformation,
and misorderiig. Therc was a total of 319 errors. From the
frequency of each error types, misformation lvas the most
ftequently produced by the students. It took 49.53Yo of the total
effors. Moreover,35.42% of errors fell into omission andl3.lTYo
errors.occurred in addition. Far misordering, it only took I.88%.
To sum up, it showed that students still feel difficult to understand
the grammatical aspect that caused them to make errors in their
writing.

vlll



ABSTRAK

ANALISIS KESALAHAN GRAMMATIKA SISWA DALAM
MENULIS TEKS NARRATIF SISWA KELAS X SMA ISLAM AS.
SHOFA PEKAI{BARU. Skripsi Jurusan Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris
Fakultas Keguruan dan llmu Pendidikan Universitas Islam Riau.
2022.

Kata kunci: Analisis Kesalahan, Kesalahan Tata Bahasa, Teks Narasi

Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mengetahui dan menganalisis kesalahan
tata bahasa dalam menulis teks narattJ'. Jenis kesalahan diklastJikasikan
berdasarkan teori Dulay. Selain itu, tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah
untuk mengetahui frekuensi kemunculannya dan untuk mengetahui
sumber kesalahan yang dilakuksn siswa dalam menulis teks naratif.

Metode y*ng digunaksn dslam penelitian ini sdalch deskriptrf kualitati{
Selanjutnya subjek penelitian ini adalah siswa kelas X SMA Islam As-
Shofa Pekanbaru dari Kelas l0 MA I yang terdiri dari 24 siswa.
Pengumpulan data dilalatkan melolui observasi dan tes menulis. Tes
menggunakon empat topik yaitu Danau Tobo, Malin Kundang,
Tangkuban Perahu, dan Surabaya.

Hasil dari proses analisis kesalahan menunjukkan bohwa siswa
melakukan kesalahan menjadi empat jenis: omission, addition,
misformation, dan misordering. Terdapat total 319 kesalohan. Dari
frekuensi masing-masing jenis kesalahon, kesalahan formasi paling
sering dihasilksn oleh siswo. Butuh 49,53% dari total kesalahan. Selain
itu, 35,42oA kesalahan termasuk kelalaion dan l3,t7a6 kesalahan terjadi
sebagai tambahan. Untuk misordering, hanya butuh 1,88%.
Kesimpulannya, hal ini menunjukkon bahws siswa masih merasa sulit
untuk memahami aspek gramatikal yang menyebabkan mereka membust
kesalahan dalam tulison mereka.
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1   Background of the Problem  

 The globalization era has created a significant impact on society at all 

levels. The impact of globalization changes is a system that governs society's life. 

The society must be prepared to deal with the changes in the economy, education, 

technology, and other sectors. In the globalization era, it is necessary to be able to 

communicate in other languages. For a medium of communication among the 

different languages, an international language is required such as English. 

As International language, English has an important role in oral and written 

communication. Therefore, many institutions and companies adopt it as their 

primary language. As a result, learning English is crucial. In Indonesia, English is 

taught to young learners since an early age. There are four skills that students must 

master, namely speaking, listening, reading, and writing, in order to comprehend the 

English language. 

Writing is the process of transferring one's thoughts into written form. 

Writing is particularly significant in both educational and professional settings in 

countries where non-native speakers live. However, it often becomes a difficult task 

for EFL learners. It is because good writing consists of a text with complex syntax 

and morphology, a variety of vocabulary and correct command over conventional 

forms and a good relation between every sentence. While the process of writing not 
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only writes what they feel but also convey a massage to the reader. Therefore, the 

students have problem to make a good writing. 

In Senior High School, there are many kinds of text that should be learned 

by students. Amang those kinds of English texts are Narrative text, Recount text, 

News item, Procedure text, Descriptive text, Report text, Analytical Exposition, 

Spoof text, Hortatory Exposition, Explanation text, Discussion text, Review text, 

and Anecdote text. In this research, the researcher only focused on Narrative text. 

Narrative text is a kind of text that tells a story with complication or 

problematic event and it tries to find the solution to solve the problem. It means that 

a narrative text should have at least one problem. So, a narrative text should have 

Orientation (opening paragraph where the characters of the story are introduced), 

Complication (the problem in the story), Resolution (the problem in the story is 

solved), and Coda / Reorientation (lesson of the story). 

There are several kinds of narrative text based on the story types. the 

types of narrative are: fable (story about animal which behave like human), myths 

(stories that believed by some people but the stories cannot be true), legend (a story 

which relates to on how a place is formed), fairy tales (story which relate much 

which magic things), science fiction (story which explore the science as the 

background or plot of the holestory), short stories (story of one or two pages), 

novels (long even and complex story), horror story (a story with a horror contents), 

etc. The purpose of narrative text is to entertain the reader. 

In writing narrative text, the students still faced some difficulties. 
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According to the English teacher of SMA Islam As-Shofa Pekanbaru, the common 

difficulties of the students are in grammar and vocabulary. In grammar, most of 

students made errors in changing the verb, especially in irregular verb. They knew 

that past tense is verb + ed so when they do not know the past form of a word, they 

only added whith ed. For example: “I eated fried chicken yesterday.” It should be “ I 

ate fried chicken yesterday.” In this sentence students made error in changed the 

past tense of eat. Second difficulty is studens still lack of vocabulary. Sometimes, if 

they do not bring the dictionary while writing activity, they will mix with 

Indonesian language. For example: “I melewati the market”. It should be “ I passed 

the market”. 

Grammar is one of the skills which is useful in writing process. But the 

problem is, many students still make some errors in writing and arranging some 

sentences into a paragraph. Based on the researcher’s observation, although students 

have learned grammar, most of them still faced some problems in writing. Despite 

the fact that they have studied grammar rules, they seldom put that knowledge to 

practical use. Commonly because the target languages are different from their 

mother tongue. In addition, many students struggle to write English, particularly 

when utilizing the simple past tense. They find it difficult to employ the simple past 

tense correctly. 

Dulay, Burt and Krashen (1982) classify error into four types: error based 

in linguistic category (phonology, syntax, morphology, semantics, lexicon, and 
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discourse), surface strategy taxonomy (omission, addition, misformation, 

misordering), comparative taxonomy (development error, interlingual error, 

ambiguous error, and other error), and communicative effect taxonomy (global an 

local error). 

In order to solve students’ problems, errors analysis is very important 

because it can help the students to improve their writing skill and grammatical errors 

which often occur in writing because it is an error that does not follow grammatical 

rules and can decrease the quality of writing. In addition, errors are very common in 

writing paragraphs or essays, so error analysis is needed by the teacher to correct the 

student’s writing. The researcher would like to identify the types of grammatical 

errors done by the tenth-grade students of SMA As-Shofa Pekanbaru , especially on 

the use of past tense since it is a crucial component in writing a narrative text. Then, 

some factors that influence the errors will also be investigated in this study. 

Therefore, the researcher is interested in conducting a research entitled 

“An Analysis of Students Grammatical Errors in Writing a Narrative Text at 

the Tenth-grade of SMA Islam As-Shofa Pekanbaru.” 

 

1.2     Identification of the Problem 

Writing activity is quite challenging for the students because there are 

some factors that can influence the students’ writing. Based on the background of 

the research, there are problems found among the tenth-grade students of SMA As-
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Shofa  Pekanbaru. The problem can be identified as follow:  

1. Students experience difficulties in lack of vocabulary.  

2. Students used wrong word to express their ideas in writing.  

3. Students made grammatical error in writing narrative text commonly in the 

use of simple past tense. 

 

1.3     Focus of the Problem  

Based on the problem above,  researcher focused on the error analysis on 

students grammatical errors in writing narrative texts by the tenth-grade students at 

SMA Islam As-Shofa Pekanbaru. The researcher wants to identify and classify the 

students errors in writing based on indicators that use surface strategy taxonomy 

(omission, addition, misformation and misodering). The researcher gave writing test 

to the students to write narrative text. 

1.4     Research Question 

Based on the background above students can arrange the question for the 

study. The question is: 

1. What are the most common grammatical errors made by the second grade 

students of  SMA Islam As-Shofa Pekanbaru in writing narrative text?” 

2. What are the factors that influence students making grammatical errors. 
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1.5     Objectives of the Research. 

Based on the formulation of the problem above, the general objective of 

this research is  

1. To know the common grammatical errors made by the second grade 

students of SMA Islam As-Shofa Pekanbaru in writing narrative text. 

2. To know the factor that influence students making grammatical errors. 

 

1.6      Significance of the Research 

By the result of the study, the researcher expects that:  

1. For Writers 

 This research is useful for adding insight and knowledge about an analysis of 

students grammatical errors in writing a narrative text theoretically and in the 

real world, as well as the application of knowledge that has been obtained 

during the lecture period. 

2. For Academics 

 This research can provide input and information which is expected to be of 

benefit both in the academic field and in the field of practitioners  

3. For Further Researchers 

This research is useful to provide input for further researchers and to make this 

research as complementary information in the preparation of similar research. 
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1.7. Definition of The Key Terms  

In order to avoid misunderstanding and misinterpretation about this title, it is 

necessary to explain the terms used in this research; the terms are as follows: 

1. Analysis 

 

Analysis is any technique for making inference by objectively and 

systematically identifying specified characteristics of massages Holsti (1969). 

According to Hourani ”Error analysis is an essential source of information to 

teachers. It provides information on students' errors which in turn helps 

teachers to correct students' errors and also improves the effectiveness of their 

teaching” (2008: 16).  In this research, analysis means that the resercher will 

analyze grammatical errors made by the tenth-grade students of SMA Islam 

As-Shofa Pekanbaru in writing narrative text. 

2. Grammatical Errors 

Burt and Kiparsky (1972) stated that grammatical error belong to 

“local error” which are linguistically morphological, lexical, sytactic, and 

orthographic error, while “global error” mean comunicative error which show 

L2 learner misinterpret conversational message. In this research, grammatical 

error means that the errors of the grammar form made by students in writing 

narrative text. 

3.  Writing 

Writting is one of four skills in English and important since writing 

can make us to express anything in a paper, writing can help us to remain our 
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idea after students read information. The most important, students can share 

the information to other people. Writing for the students is to express their 

felling and produce their own language on the paper, Wati (2011).  
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

In this study the researcher focused on an error analysis on the use of past 

tense in narrative text. Besides, this chapter discusses about the relevant theories of 

the study. The point that would like to discuss by the researcher are writing, 

grammatical error and narrative text. 

2.1. The Concept of Writing 

Writing is very populer in English learning activties. Every people must be 

know about writing. Moreover , writing is a part of skill in English that must be 

mastered by everyone. Therefore, writing is an activity where someone can express 

an idea or opinion on the paper. Besides, we can share information or knowledge to 

the reader. Not only express our idea but we need accurancy and carefully to arrange 

paragraph as well. Meanwhile, Writing is a medium of human communication that 

represents language and emotion through the inscription or recording of signs and 

symbols. In most languages, writing is a complement to speech or spoken language 

(Alawi, 2011). Consequently, we need practice to write paper or essay a lot for 

drilling our skill in writing beacuse writing is a different from other skills with a good 

skill, we can create interesting scientific work. In other hand, we can prevent the 

reader from misunderstanding if our writing use correct grammar. Writing is very 

difficult from other skills because we need full concentrate to choose interesting topic 

and write with correct grammar.” This difficulty is not only generating and organizing 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communication
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spoken_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spoken_language
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idea, but also in translating these ideas into readable text. That is way writing 

becomes the last language skill to be taught after listening, speaking, and reading 

skill” (Putri, 2017).  

It means that writing has different difficulty level with other skills because 

writing need systematic sequence of sentences and skill translate well. In practicing, 

teacher have to make interesting media to engage their students because writing have 

some method to become good paragraph. In a fact, students in Indonesia felt confuse 

to translate between Indonesia to English and contrarily. Thus , writing is a set of 

paragraphs that consists noun, verb, adjective, phrase, etc. If the components became 

one unit, they would be good paragraph and made the reader bring out in the story. 

Based on Putri‟s statement (2017)” Writing is process of exploring the writer‟s 

thoughts to manifest the graphological and grammatical system of language by using 

visual medium in the form of sentences. 

From definition by experts students can conclude if writing is a part of skill in 

English learning activties and has a different characteristic among them. Moreover, 

writing composed of sentences that have a important meaning for the reader. Besides, 

writing also need organizing idea to share the information for the reader. Not only 

organizing idea but also writing show graphological and grammatical sysem language 

it means that the writer has a characteristic to share their idea in writing. Therefore, 

the writer make the reader easy understanding the content from paragraph and the 

purpose of the text was made by the writer. Cosenquently, the writer should resemble 

their scientific work with correct grammar and systematic sentences. However, we 
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should know the process of writing. In this way, we can make a good paragraph with 

sentences sequences systematically. Therefore, the process of writing would 

explained in nextpoint. 

 

2.2. The Process of Writing 

Writing has five process to become good paragraph. Therefore, the writer 

should follow steps of writing that become provision in writing. The element are 

prewriting, outlining, Drafting, revising, and editing. 

2.2.1 Prewriting 

Prewriting is a technique in writing that use general topic or the collecting 

idea from the writer. The purpose from this strategies are we can imagine what the 

topic that would be write and we can also make a draft from our idea. According to 

McLean (2012)” Prewriting is the stage of the writing process during which you 

transfer your abstract thoughts into more concrete ideas in ink on paper (or in type on 

a computer screen)”. It means that, prewriting is a topic idea that would be basic to 

write information and it‟s still abstract. After that, the writer can organize their idea 

on the paper as a draft or outline. In prewriting also has four strategies that can help 

the writer. There are choosing topic, using experience and observation, reading, and 

freewriting. 

a. Choosing Topic 

Choosing topic is a strategy where the writer decided what the theme that 
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would be write. “The first important step is for you to tell yourself why you 

are writing (to inform, to explain, or some other purpose) and for whom you 

are writing” McLean (2012). It means that, the writer have to know the reason 

why he want to write. Then, they choose the topic before the writer began to 

write. Moreover, the writer can make a plan about the scientific work that 

would be made by the writer. 

b. Using Experience and Observation 

Using experience and observation can become the alternative way for the 

writer to  begin their writing. Moreover, the writer can use their experience 

during their life as a unique topic and help them to more easy in writing. 

Besides, the purpose of observation is to guide the writer choose interesting 

topic based their experience that has been happened. 

c. Reading 

Reading is a strategy in prewriting where the writer search references to 

support their scientifics work. Moreover, the purpose of reading in this 

strategy is to support their idea or topic that have been chosen by the writer. 

Therefore, reading can make the topic of writing has a progress to become 

systematic paragraph. 

d. Freewriting 

Freewriting is a technique where the writer write anything based on they 

wanted and their mind. This technique can help worried feeling by the writer 

about correct grammar and mistake meaning. 
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2.2.2 Outlining 

After prewriting technique have done, the writer have to make a outline before 

they began their scientific work. Moreover, outlining is aprocess where the writer to 

write keyword that would be object of scientific work. the purpose of the technique is 

help the writer to write systematic paragraph and focus in a topic that have been 

chosen by the writer. Moreover, the writer just write the point of the topic. 

2.2.3 Drafting 

Drafting is a process where the writer complete their paragraph or essay with 

new idea. The purpose this strategy to help the reader easy understand the 

information. Besides, in drafting process the writer began first writing with 

introduction, body paragraph, and conclusion. 

2.2.4 Revising and Editing 

Revising and editing is important process in writing where the writer would be 

checked their scientific work. In this step, The writer read again the topic of scientific 

work and match with content of sentences that written by the writer. Besides, the 

writer try to edit their work if there are error mistake like grammar and revise to 

become correct grammar. 

2.3 Grammatical Errors 

Grammar is an important aspect in learning English language. It is a part of 

language that should be learned by students. Grammar refers to the set of rules that 
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allow us to combine words in our language into larger units Greenbaum and Nelson, 

(2002). According to Murcia (1995), grammar is essentially about the systems and 

patterns use to select to combine words. By studying this aspect, the students have to 

produce good sentences in writing. 

In addition, the students have to apply the rules of grammar on the sentences 

they produced in order to avoid grammatical errors and their writing can be easily 

understood by the readers. Grammatical error is an error which is not suitable to the 

grammatical rules that may make writing become not good Burt and Kiparsky, 

(1974). It means the students need to master this aspect to eliminate the errors in their 

writing and they also need to follow the rules in english language. 

2.4 Types of Error 

According to Dulay, Burt and Krashen (1982) classify error into four types: 

error based in linguistic category, surface strategy taxonomy, comparative taxonomy, 

and communicative effect taxonomy. 

2.4.1 Error Based on Linguistic Category 

Linguistic category classifies errors according to either or both the language 

component and the particular linguistic constituent the error affects. Language 

components include phonology (pronounciation), syntax and morphology (grammar), 

semantic and lexicon (meaning and vocabulary), discourse (style). 

2.4.2 Error Based on Surface Strategy Taxonomy 
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This type of error has four subtypes. They are:  

1. Omission 

Omission is a part of errors that usually the writer omited or change 

the words. According to Sompong (2014), Learners in the early stages of 

learning tend to omit function words rather than content words. More 

advanced learners tend to be aware of their ignorance of content words and 

rather than omit one”. It means that when students make a paragraph, 

sometimes they omit the part of sentences and if the teacher did not clarify, 

the students would use incorrect grammar in writing paragraph. It is an error 

which happens because a learner does not put the needed morphems in his/her 

sentence. the morphems which disappear are from the content morpheme and 

grammatical morpheme. 

Example : 

My aunt very beautiful   (incorrect)  

My aunt is very beautiful (correct)  

In the example above an error occured because the verb be “is” was removed 

after subject (my aunt).  

 

2. Addition 

According to Dulay (1982), addition is a opposite of omission. Their 

characterized by the presence of item, which must not appear in a well- 
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formed utterances”. It means that addition is a part of errors that should not be 

required to be used in making a sentence. In this section, students make a 

paragraph with abbreviate the utterances in writing paragraph. Moreover, 

addition has some chategories. They are regularization, double marking, 

simple addition. 

a. Regularization 

Regularization is a part of addition that makea exception in writing paragraph. 

Moreover, the writer should be obey the rules that have been created by 

international law about using English languge. For example “Bring as a verb 1 

and Brought as a verb 2 and Buy as a verb 1 and Bought as a verb 2.” 

Regularization a rule typically applies to a class of linguistic item. That 

regularization is a part of types errors that explained about using linguistic 

item like verb. For example: 

I eated fried rice yesterday (incorrect) 

I ate fried rice yesterday (correct) 

The example above used the wrong verb (verb 1) where the student added -ed 

after the verb 1, which caused an error because the ending usually applies to 

regular verb. In addition, the sentece happened in the past by using yesterday, 

therefore it must be replaced with verb 2 (ate). 
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b. Double Marking 

According to Sompong (2014)” defined as „failure to delete certain items 

which are required in some linguistic constructions but not in others”. it 

means that the part of addition which change or make a abbreviate the 

uttrances.  For example:  

He doesn’t knows my name (incorrect) 

He doesn’t know my name (correct) 

In the example the sentence is wrong because there is an addition of suffix -s 

on the word “know” which indicates the sentence is positive. It should be 

removed since it already used “doesn‟t”. 

 

c. Simple Addition 

Simple addition is part of addition that has a different definition 

between regularization and double marking. In this part, simple addition is a 

part when the writer should be care the context of the sentences in writing 

paragraph. Simple addition is a part of errors type that if an addition error is 

not a double marking nor a regularization, it is calle a simple addition.” It 

means that simple adition is a element did not appearutterances. For example: 

 The fishes doesn’t live in the water (incorrect) 

 The fishes don’t live in the water (correct) 

It can be seen that simple addition error occured when a linguistic item was 
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added. In this case, “the fishes” was the third person plural and needed the 

verb do instead of does. 

3. Misformation 

Misformation errors are characterized by use of the wrong of the 

morphemes or structure. In this error the learner supplies something altough it 

is incorrect. There are tree types of misformation, they are: regulation errors, 

archi-forms, and alternating forms. 

a. Regularization errors 

It is characterized which learner fail to choose or to select a proper 

word form. 

Example: He is licking his self (incorrect) 

He is licking himself (correct) 

In the sentence above, the verb should be followed by himself 

because it‟s a reflexive pronoun. 

 

b. Archi-forms 

It is defined as the selection of one member of a class of forms to 

represents others in the class is a common characteristic. 

Example: Daddy took me at the train (incorrect) 

Daddy took me to the train (correct) 

In this sentence the preposition at is not suitable because of the 

word took. It illustrated the moving of a position to another point, 
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therefore the correct preposition is to. 

 

c. Alternating forms 

It is defined as fairly free alternation of various members of a class 

with each other. 

Example: I see a teeth (incorrect) 

I see some teeth (correct) 

An error happen in this sentence because teeth are plural nouns and 

therefore it‟s should be some teeth instead. 

  

4. Misordering 

This category is relatively uncontroversial. The learners can select the 

right forms to use in the right context, but they arrange them in the wrong 

order, for instance, adverbials, interrogatives and adjectives. For example: 

I don’t know what is that (incorrect) 

I don’t know what that is (correct) 

The error happen because is not arranged in the rigth order.  

 

2.4.3 Error Based on Comparative Taxonomy 

The classification is made based on the comparisons between the structure of 

L2 errors and certain others types of construction. To this classification of error, there 

are four types of error. 
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1. Development Error 

Development error is error similar to those made by children learning 

the terget language as their first language. For example: 

Mary eat the pineapple (incorrect) 

Mary eats the pineapple (correct) 

An error occurred when the subject (Mary) is followed by a third person plural 

verb “eat”. As a third person singular in present tense, the verb must be 

succeeded by either –s or –es endings. Due to the verb, it ends with “-s” 

2. Interlingual Error 

Interlingual error is an error similar in structure to a semantically 

equivalent phrase or sentence in learners‟ native language. For example: 

The man skinny (incorrect) 

The skinny man (correct) 

The sentence above is incorrect because the structure is reversed due to the 

learner‟s influence from their native language. In Indonesian, it means “lelaki 

kurus” which is literally translated as the first example above. However, in 

English, the correct structure is article + adjective + noun. Therefore, it should 

be “the skinny man”. 
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3. Ambiguous Error 

Ambiguous error is error that reflects the learners‟ native language 

structure. This error could be classified equally as development or interlingual 

error. Example: I no go to school. It should be “I do not go to school” because 

an auxiliary do is needed to write a negative sentence. 

2.4.4 Error Based on Communicative Effect Taxonomy 

Instead of focusing on aspect of the errors themselves, the communicative 

effect taxonomy concerned with thw error from the perspective of their effect on the 

listener or readers. The focuses are on distinguishing errors that seem to cause 

miscommunication from those that do not. Error based on communicative effect 

taxonomy is divided into two parts. 

1. Global Error 

Global error hinders communication it prevents the learners from 

comprehending some aspect of messages. For instance, “we amused that 

movie very much”. The word “amused” is not common to use to express 

like towards something, the correct word “we liked that movie very 

much”. 

2. Local Error 

Local error it self does not interfere with understanding of an utterance, 
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usually because there is only minor violation of one segment of a sentence. 

“I angry” will be local error since the meaning is apparent. It should be “I 

am angry” because after a subject is usually followed by the verb, in this 

case the verb is”be”. Since the subject is I, therefore the form used is “I 

am”. 

2.5 Factor that Influence The Students Making Errors 

Based on Hourani‟s statement (2008) there are three factors that influence 

students making errors in their writing, they are suchas: 

2.5.1 Language Transfer 

Language transfer is a process transfer information about language from 

source language to target language. According to Hourani (2008)” These errors could 

systematically be found at the beginning of second language learning. Since the 

learner is a beginner, he tends to rely on a great deal of transfer from his mother 

language”. It means that when the beginner began their practice in using language, 

they would make error in their practice. Moreover, their teacher using mother tounge 

to explain the material. If the teacher did not changes their method, their students 

could not practice English well and they still mix their language. Language factor has 

two categories that would be explained, they are such as: 

 

a. Interlingual Transfer 
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Based on Hourani‟s statement (2008) “Interlingual transfer is a 

strategy that used by the beginner with combine mother tongue and second 

language”. It means that the learner tried to mix their language when they 

practiced English as a their second language. Moreover, the effect of this 

method the beginner felt difficult to organize their language in writing. Then, 

the beginner made a errors language in their writing. 

b. Intralingual Transfer 

    Intralingual transfer is errors factor that made by the learner because 

the target language that the learner studied was different with their mother 

tongue. Moreover, the learner felt confused with the structural of second 

language. Consequently, the learner made errors in their writing. 

2.5.2 Teaching Method 

Teaching method is very important and influence the development for students 

because the method influence students to get the material especially in English class. 

Moreover, if the teacher can create interesting media and make fun condition. The 

students would be enjoy in the class but if the teacher can not manage their class the 

students would be confuse and make error in their duty. 

2.5.3 Lack of Writing Practices 

Lack of teaching practices is a one of factors of that made by students because 

if students did not have habit to write essay in their home possibility they usual with 

new words, the structural of language, and the organize the sentences. Then, students 
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just practice to write essay when the teacher gave them homework or duty but the 

result of their duty still far from teacher‟s expected. This statement was supposed by 

Hourani‟s research (2008) he said “Lack of writing activities may lead to weakness in 

the writing skill as a result a lot of errors in students essays will occur”. This 

statement has been tested by several language experts. Therefore, it can be concluded 

if students seldom practice writing essay, the error problem of students would be 

occur. 

2.6    Narrative Text 

Narrative text is a famous text in English learning activity. Then, narrative 

text is a paragraph or essay that telling story or cronological the accident. The content 

of narrative was made very interesting because this text aims to entertain the reader. 

Morever, the reader can bring out in the story and they can imagine that the story 

really happened in reality. According to Asmiyah” A narrative text ussually focuse on 

spesific participant or character, describe certain events or phenomenon in 

detain”(2011). It means that narrative text explained a phenomenon that have been 

finished in last time with including figures and the character that supported them in 

the story. 

In addition, this theory almost same with syarif, he said” Narrative text is 

the story that happened in the past “(2014). From the defintion by expert, we can 

know if narrative text is a story that made to entertain the reader. Moreover, the 

reader can felt the srory from the characteristic there. Besides, to make the reader 
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interesting with the topic, the writer have to make the story with illustration. 

Therefore, the reader can felt the story like in real life. 

Narrative text has a some example. They are fable, legend, myth, fiction. 

The example of the narrative is very unique. Morever, there are many author made a 

novel, poem, and short story. However, the accident in narrative story is fiction but 

the reader felt interesting to read the story because the story can help them from their 

busy daily activity. 

 

2.6.1 The Generic Feature of  Narrative Text 

If we wanted make a good narrative paragraph, we would be know the 

generic feature of narrative text because this element that arrange the paragraph 

became interesting and systematic. Based on Asmiyah theories, the generic feature of 

narrative are: 

1. Characterization 

Characterization is element that explained the character of the figure in story. 

Thus, the function of this element are to make the story became strong and curious 

with content of the story. 

2. Point ofview 

The function of point of view to show the position from each figure in a 

story. In oder hand, this element tell the reader about the function of the character in 

the story. They are first person and third person. First person point of view is using 
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subject “i” in the story. It means that the writer explain the main character of the 

story or subject “i” use the writer to describe their self in the story if they create story 

based on their experience. Moreover, third person point of view usually use name to 

explain the character or the writer can use she or he. For the example snow white, 

rapunzle, cinderella. 

a. Theme 

Theme is a element that explained about topic or idea in the story. 

b. Plot 

Plot is element that tell the reader about the way of story or explained about 

time signal in story. It means that the story can tell with cronological plot from 

begining until ending without flashback or the story tell the reader with using 

flashback plot. 

2.6.2 Element of Narrative text 

a. Orientation 

Orientation is a element of narrative text that tell introduction of the story to 

the reader. In this element tells the reader about the character of the story, time, and 

place. 

b. Complication 

Complication is a element of narrative text that tell to the reader about the 

problem in the story. Then, the problem in the story show a conflict between each 

figure there. This element is the part of story that make the reader felt uptight. 
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c. Resolution 

Resolution is a element of the narrative text where the character in store find 

out the solution about the conflict. This element also tell the reader about the ending 

of the story. 

2.6.3 Language feature of  Narrative Text  

Based on yani‟s Statement (2015) 

1. Using simplepast 

2. Time signal: last, a long time ago, once upontime 

3. Time conjuction: when, then, suddenly 

4. Specific character. The character of the story is specific, not general. 

(Cinderella, Snow White, Alibaba, etc) 

5. Action verbs. A verb that shows an action. (killed, dug, walked, etc) 

6. Direct speech. It is to make the story lively. (Snow White said, ”My name is 

Snow White). The direct speech uses present tense. 

Example of  Narrative Taken From Meshara (2019). 

Air Molek 

A long time ago, there was river in a village well known caused the water nice 

looked. When dry season came water of this river still clear and never dried up. Water 

of this river had nice looked caused the water was collide. Whoever saw the water of 

this river definitely said the water had nice looked. That‟s why this village called Air 

Molek. 
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However, one day, in DatukPatih Pinang Sebatang era, datukpatih wanted to 

downstream river used rakitkulim. When datukpatih passed through collide water the 

rakit that used by datukpatih was ruined. The rakitkulim was scattered in the river. 

Then, datukpatih command dubalang well known as the bitter tongue. 

Dubalang came to the river where the water collide ruined datukpatih‟ srakitkulim. 

Dubalang the bitter tongue said “Hey, don‟t make something difficult. If want to flow 

to downstream just flowing, if want to flow to upper reaches of the river just flowing, 

don‟t be collide,” dubalang said. Then, the water of this river did not collide again; 

where the water flow to downstream of the river and the water flow to upper reach of 

the river. 

Caused dubalang the bitter tongue said that, then until now the water collide 

or well known the water had nice looked never found again in this river. 

2.7 Previous Study 

As has been previously mentioned, this study aims to analyze errors of past 

tense done by students in writing narrative text. The researcher conducts a research 

about analysis using erros tenses especially using past tense. Thus, the researcher also 

includes previous study to support and strengthen this research. 

First study is from Abdullah (2013). The references discuses about errors 

analysis ont the use of the simple tense and the simple past tense in writing essays 

among TESL College Students. This theory ever applied in Universitas Zainal 

Abidin. Moreover, the differences between Abdullah‟s thesis and the researcher „s 
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thesis is Abdullah‟s thesis just focused on simple present and simple past in writing 

essay and the researcher focuses on errors analysis using past tense in narrative text. 

Second study is from Novianty (2013), investigated grammatical errors in 

writing descriptive paragraph by students in the second grade of SMPN 3 Tanggerang 

Selatan. He found that the commonest error which most the students made is errors of 

selection which are 99 errors or 57.9% its include error in subtance level are 7 are 

errors or 4.1% in grammar text level are 47 errors or 27.5% in lexis text level are 7 

are 7 error or 4.1%, and in discourse level is 38 error or 22,2%. 

In Conclusion, the reseachers took different topic, the research investigated 

about grammatical errors in writing, the first took tenth grade students of SMA Islam 

As-Shofa Pekanbaru as sample and the second one using Indonesian folklore as the 

topic of narrative text. Therefore, the researcher believes it will be given different 

result from those researchers. 
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2.8 Conceptual Framework 

 

Figure 2.1. Conceptual Framework 

                                          

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 From figure 2.1, Dulay, Burt and Krashen (1982) classified error into four 

types: error based in linguistic category, surface strategy taxonomy, comparative 

taxonomy, and communicative effect taxonomy. On Surface Strategy Taxonomy 

there are four elements: Omission, Addition, Misformation, and Misordering. 

Omission happens when a learner does not put the needed morphemes in his/her 

sentence, while addition happens when a learner put unneeded morphemes in his/her 

sentence. Misformation errors are characterized by use the wrong form of the 

morpheme or structure, while Misordering are characterized by the incorrect 

placement of a morpheme or a group of morphemes in an utterance. 

Types Of Error  (Dulay, Burt 

and Krashen, 1982) 

Grammatical Error 

Surface Strategy 

Taxonomy 

Factors Influencing 

Students‟ Grammatical 

Errors (Hourani, 2008) 

 

 Ommision 

 Addition 

 Misformation 

 Misordering 

Language Transfer 

 Interlingual 
Transfer 

 Intralingual 
Transfer 

 

Teaching Method 

 

Lack of writing practice 
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2.9   Assumption 

   The assumption underlying in this research is the tenth-grade students of 

SMA Islam As-Shofa Pekanbaru mostly make errors in writing narrative text in the 

form of surface strategy taxonomy (Omission, Addition, Misformation, and 

Misordering) and factors influencing their grammatical errors. 
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This study the researcher focuses on research design, population, sample,

research instrument, technique of collecting data, and the technique of analysis data.

3.1. Research Design

This study research will use quantitative descriptive method. The purpose is

to analysis the students ability in writing narrative text. Research that doing

systematically to the foklore as data sources. The quantitative data will be used to

determine the types of past tense errors made by students in writing narrative text on

the sixth semester student. From explanation above we could conclude if the

researcher who used quantitative research they should be objective to give opinion in

their research. Moreover, the researcher should be consistent to give opnion because

the result of quantitative is systematic.

3.2 Subject of The Study

The target of study, the reseacher selected collages who study in Islamic

University Of Riau, Pekanbaru as an object. Moreover, the sample by fifth semester

of english department.

3.3 Research Instrument

The researcher had some procedures to answer the problem that made by

students in using past tense in writing narrative text.
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The researcher using writing test. Moreover, the sixth semester students will

be given to writing narrative text. based on an indepth analysis of aspects of writing

such as grammatical errors. Analytic scoring is usually based on a length of the texts

= 150-200 words with time 45 minutes. There are 5 types of folklore each sixth

semester student will select one of the topics. From definition above we can conclude

if analytic scoring is very usefull for the reseacher because the researcher can give

evaluation the sixth semester student writing with clasified types of error based on

the researcher’s planbefore. For the analytic scoring can be seen in tabel of writing

scoring public.

Table 3.1 Table of Students Writing Errors Analysis

Topic
Types of Error

Error Correction
O A M M

Topic 1

Topic 2

Topic 3

Topic 4

Topic 5

Notes

O=Omission M =Misodering

A =Addition M =Misformation
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3.4 Data Collection Technique

To collect the data of this study, the researcher gave project to write

narrative text based on the kind of narrative text. After that, the reseacher asked

students to write narrative text based on their draft and the teacher limited the

number of sentences in the student’s writing with ten until fifteen sentences. The

last, the researcher asked student to submit their exercise to the  researcher identified

the types of error in their writing.

3.5 Procedure Of Analyzing Qualitative Data

To make a conclusion or answer the question of the research, the researcher

makes  some procedures. First, the researcher analyzed the student’s assignment and

focused to analyze using past tense with observation checklist. Second, the researcher

clasified the types of erros and the researcher gave check in the observation checklis

column based on student’s error. Third, the researcher wrote the error sentences by

students in error column. Fourth, the researcher wrote the correction of sentence in

correction colomn. Fifth, the researcher described her analyzed with using qualitative

descriptive method and using formula to help answer the research. According to

Anwar (2014: 30) The formula and the table to recapitulation types in students errors

as follow :
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Table 3.2 Recapitulation of Students Writing Errors Analysis

Students
Types of Errors

Omission Addition Misformation Misodering

Students 1

Students 2

Total

The Formula :

P = %
P = Percentage

F = Frequency of error occurred

N = Number of cases (total of frequency)
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CHAPTER IV 

RESEARCH FINDINGS 

 

4.1. Data Description 

This research described the narrative text writing errors made by the tenth 

grade students of SMA Islam As-Shofa Pekanbaru. The researcher found many 

errors in students' narrative text writing. The researcher made the classification of 

students' errors based on Dulay, Burt and Krashen's classification, those are 

Omission, Addition, Misformation and Misordering. 

Student's error was analyzed in every sentence, phrase, and word in tabular 

form. The table was divided into two columns: first column consists of students' 

original writing, and second column consists of the types of students' errors.To 

obtain the data for this research the writer took the data from students‟ result of test. 

There were 24 students.  

 

Table 4.1. Recapitulation of the Students’ Grammatical Errors 

Number of Student Omission Addition Misformation Misordering Total 

Student 1 8 0 11 0 19 

Student 2 4 3 16 0 23 

Student 3 13 1 16 0 30 

Student 4 14 3 11 0 28 

Student 5 7 4 5 1 17 

Student 6 4 1 6 0 11 

Student 7 4 1 5 0 10 
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Student 8 2 3 1 1 7 

Student 9 2 3 8 0 13 

Student 10 8 8 5 0 21 

Student 11 3 3 4 0 10 

Student 12 0 3 3 0 6 

Student 13 3 1 12 1 17 

Student 14 21 2 24 2 49 

Student 15 2 1 4 0 7 

Student 16 2 1 3 0 6 

Student 17 0 2 6 0 8 

Student 18 5 0 2 0 7 

Student 19 2 1 2 0 5 

Student 20 2 0 2 0 4 

Student 21 1 1 1 0 3 

Student 22 4 0 2 1 7 

Student 23 2 0 7 0 9 

Student 24 0 0 2 0 2 

Total 113 42 158 6 319 

 

Table 4.1 showed the recapitulation of the grammatical errors made in 

writing narrative text.The researcher found a total of 319 errors in students‟ writing. 

After that, the researcher calculated the percentage to find out the highest to lowest 

category of grammatical errors of the tenth grade students of SMA Islam As-Shofa in 

writing narrative text. The result can be seen in Figure 4.1 below. 
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Figure 4.1. The Common Types of Errors in Tenth Grade Students' Writing 

 

The figure above showed the common types of grammatical errors in students‟ 

narrative text. It can be seen that the the most common is Misformation with a 

percentage of 49.53%, followed by Omission with a percentage of 35.42%. The third 

place is Addition with 13.17%. Lastly, the last category is Misordering with a 

percentage of 1.88%. 
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4.2. Data Analysis 

The table below is an analysis of students‟ grammatical errors in writing 

narrative text. Each error is marked with different formats. 

Bold words  : Omission 

Italic words  : Addition 

Red words  : Misformation 

Underline words : Misordering 

 

1. Student 01 

Table 4.2. Student 1’s Error Analysis 

 

Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

One day, One man live with his 

mother, he name is malin 

kundang. Malin kundang go to 

City. Search money. Because 

malin kundang go to City,  he 

have Crazy rich money, and he 

merry the girl, and the girl So 

beautiful. 

One day, he go to his mother live, 

and he give some money to the 

villagers. He so arrogant. 

And his mother know he 

comeback, so she run to 

"dermaga"? and she saw malin 

kundang, but he shame, so he lies 

and say "She not my mother!" 

Malin kundang mothersad and 

she say "I curse you and becomes 

stone" and malin kundang 

A. Omission 

1. Incorrect: live 

Correct: lived 

2. Incorrect: to city 

Correct: to the city 

3. Incorrect: the girl so beautiful 

Correct: the girl was so beautiful 

4. Incorrect: he so arrogant 

Correct: he was so arrogant 

5. Incorrect: he shame 

Correct: he felt shame 

6. Incorrect: Malin Kundang mother 

Correct: Malin Kundang‟s mother 

7. Incorrect: She not my mother 

Correct: She is not my mother 

8. Incorrect: mother sad  

Correct: mother was sad 

B. Addition 

None 
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becomes Stone. C. Misformation 

1. Incorrect: One man  

Correct: A man 

2. Incorrect: Malin Kundang go to 

Correct: Malin Kundang went to 

3. Incorrect: he have crazy rich money 

Correct: he had a lot of money 

4. Incorrect: He merry the girl  

Correct: He married the girl 

5. Incorrect: he give some money  

Correct: he gave some money 

6. Incorrect: his mother know  

Correct: his mother knew 

7. Incorrect:  he come back 

Correct: he came back 

8. Incorrect: she run to  

Correct: she ran to 

9. Incorrect: so he lies and say 

Correct: so he lied and said 

10. Incorrect: dermaga 

Correct: harbour 

11. Incorrect: becomes 

Correct: became 

D. Misordering 

None 

 

Based on the data above, the researcher identified that the most common 

grammatical error that student 1 made is Misformation with the total of 11 errors. 

Student 1 made error in using the incorrect verb tense. The student still used present 

verb. For example: “go” it should be "went”, and 'has' it should be 'had' since the text 

used simple past tense, therefore the formula is S+v2.  The second type of error 

student 1 made is Omission with the total of 8 errors. For example: “live” should be 

“lived” because a regular verb 2 ended with –ed. Next, “the girl so beautiful” should 
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be “the girl was so beautiful” because the subject “the girl” required a to be “was”. 

Then, the student did not make mistakes in the category of addition and misordering. 

In conclusion, Student 1 made the most errors in Misformation with the total of 11 

errors. 

 

2. Student 02 

 

Table 4.3. Student 2’s Error Analysis 

Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

There is a man nam 

e Toba fishing at lake. his jangkar 

tersangkut at gold fish. That fish 

become a pretty woman. Toba 

married her with syarat he can't tell 

anyone that her wife is a fish. 

They have a kid namesamosir. Her 

mother tell him to give her that 

lunch at the lake, but samosir 

forgot and play with his friend. 

Toba who's angry I mean 

hungryget mad and say that 

Samosir a kid from fish, he say 

like"Dasar anak ikan". 

Because of that bumi bergoncang. 

Intinya jadi ada danau named 

Toba. Toba was nyesal but it's to 

late. Samosir was Selamat because 

of his mom tell him to go to pulau / 

moutain in the middle of the lake. 

That pulau named pulau Samosir. 

 

A. Omission 

1. Incorrect: name 

Correct: named 

2. Incorrect: at lake 

Correct: at the lake 

3. Incorrect: Samosir forgot and play 

Correct: Samosir forgot and played 

4. Incorrect: Samosir a kid from fish 

Correct: Samosir was a fish‟s child 

B. Addition 

1. Incorrect: Toba who's angry I mean 

hungry get mad 

Correct:Toba got mad 

2. Incorrect: he say like 

Correct: he said 

3. Incorrect: because of his mom 

Correct:because his mom 

C. Misformation 

1. Incorrect: There is a man 

Correct: There was a man  

2. Incorrect: That fish become 

Correct: That fish became 

3. Incorrect: He can‟t tell anyone 

Correct: He couldn‟t tell anyone 

4. Incorrect: Her wife  

Correct: His wife 

5. Incorrect: Her wife is a fish 
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Correct: Her wife was a fish 

6. Incorrect: They have a kid 

Correct: they had a kid 

7. Incorrect:  Her mother 

Correct:His mother 

8. Incorrect: her mother tell him 

Correct: her mother told him  

9. Incorrect: to give her that 

Correct: To give him that 

10. Incorrect: Toba get mad and say 

Correct: Toba got mad and said 

11. Incorrect: "Dasar anak ikan". 

Correct: “Son of a fish” 

12. Incorrect: bumi bergoncang 

Correct: the earth was shaking 

13. Incorrect: Intinya jadi ada danau 

Correct: In conclusion, there was a 

lake 

14. Incorrect: Samosir was Selamat  

Correct: Samosir survived 

15. Incorrect:his mom tell him 

Correct: His mom told him 

16. Incorrect: That pulau named pulau 

Samosir. 

Correct: That island was named 

Samosir Island 

D. Misordering 

 

 

 

From the data analyzed by the researcher above, it can be seen that the most 

common grammatical error that student 2 made is Misformation with the total of 16 

errors. Student 2 made error in using the incorrect verb tense. The student still used 

present verb. For example: “there is a man” it should be "there was a man”, and 

'become' it should be „became‟ since narrative text used simple past tense, therefore 

the formula is S+v2.  The second type of error student 1 made is Omission with the 
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total of 4 errors. For example: “name” should end with -ed” because it is a regular 

verb 2. Next, “Samosir a kid from fish” should be “Samosir was a kid fish” because 

the subject “Samosir required a to-be “was”.  The student often used Indonesian 

sentences in the text instead of English, for example “bumi bergoncang”. It should be 

“the earth was shaking”. Finally, the student did not make mistakes in the category of 

addition and misordering. 

3. Student 03 

Table 4.4. Student 3’s Error Analysis 

Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

Once upon a time, there is a man 

named Toba, He is an orphan. All 

he do is just fishing or farming for 

living. One day, Toba decide to go 

fishing some fish for his food. And 

he caught a big Fish. 

That fish looks very different. 

suddenly, that fish turn into a 

beautiful young woman. "Sir, I 

was cursed by the God, I will shift 

into everything that I touch, 

because you touch me, I can turn 

back into human". 

Toba take that woman home, 

because of her beauty. Toba ask 

her hand in marriage. That 

woman agree with one condition 

"You must keep the secret that I 

was a fish, if you fulfill my 

condition, I will be your wife". 

After Toba agree with that 

condition, they get married. Years 

later, they have a son named 

Samorir. Samosir is a mischievous, 

lazy, and spoiled child, that makes 

A. Omission 

1. Incorrect: for living 

Correct: for a living 

2. Incorrect: Toba decide to 

Correct: Toba decided to 

3. Incorrect: that fish turn into 

Correct: that fish turned into 

4. Incorrect: Toba ask her hand 

Correct: Toba asked her hand 

5. Incorrect: The woman agree 

Correct: The woman agreed 

6. Incorrect: After Toba agree 

Correct: After Toba agreed 

7. Incorrect: Before reach field  

Correct: Before reaching the field 

8. Incorrect: half of his fatther food 

Correct: half of his father‟s food 

9. Incorrect: and yell at Samosir  

Correct: and yelled at Samosir 

10. Incorrect: he shout at Samosir 

Correct: he shouted at Samosir 

11. Incorrect: Samosir is son of a fish 

Correct: Samosir is a son of a fish 

12. Incorrect: His mother very angry 

Correct: His mother was very angry 
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Toba have to work harder. 

One day, his mother asked him to 

delivered food to Toba in the field. 

Before reach field, Samosir feels 

hungry and eat half of his Father 

Food. Toba became very angry 

and yell at Samosir. 

Accidentally he shout that samosir 

isson of a fish. Samosir run to his 

mother and told what his father 

said. His mother very angry 

because Toba breaking the 

promise. 

After that, samosir and his mother 

went missing. Flood came like 

there is no tomorrow, drowned 

everything that exist in the area 

and became a lake. The island in 

the middle is called Samosir Island 

and the lake called Toba lake. 

13. Incorrect: everything that exist 

Correct: everything that existed 

 

B. Addition 

1. Incorrect: to delivered 

Correct: to deliver 

 

C. Misformation 

1. Incorrect: there is a man 

Correct: there was a man 

2. Incorrect: he is an orphan  

Correct: he was an orphan 

3. Incorrect: All he do  

Correct: all he did 

4. Incorrect: all he do is just  

Correct: all he did was just fishing 

5. Incorrect: that fish looks  

Correct: that fish looked 

6. Incorrect: Toba take that woman  

Correct: Toba took that woman 

7. Incorrect: Toba ask her hand 

Correct:  Toba asked for her hand 

8. Incorrect: they get married 

Correct: they got married 

9. Incorrect: they have a son 

Correct: they had a son 

10. Incorrect: Samosir is a mischievous 

Correct: Samosir was a mischievous 

11. Incorrect: that makes Toba  

Correct: that made Toba 

12. Incorrect: Samosir feels hungry 

Correct: Samosir felt hungry 

13. Incorrect: eat 

Correct: ate 

14. Incorrect: Samosir run 

Correct: Samosir ran 

15. Incorrect: Toba breaking the promise 

Correct: Toba broke the promise 

16. Incorrect: there is no tomorrow 

Correct: there was no tomorrow 

D. Misordering 
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None 

 

According to the table above, it can be seen that the most type of errors that 

Student 3 made is Misformation with a total of 16 errors. In some cases, Student 3 

failed to write the correct verb tense using past tense. For example, “he is an orphan” 

it should be "he was an orphan”, “do” should be “did”, “make” should be “made”, 

“take” becomes  “took”, and so on. Narrative text requires simple past tense, 

therefore the formula is S+v2.  The second type of error student 1 made is Omission 

with the total of 13 errors. Student 3 often removed the ending –ed on a regular verb. 

For example: “agree” should end with -ed”, “ask” should be “asked”, “shout” should 

be “shouted”. In addition, “his father food” should be “his father‟s food” to indicate a 

possession of a noun. Furthermore, Student 3 had one error in addition such as “to 

delivered” should be “to deliver”. Lastly, the student did not write any error in 

misordering. In conclusion, Student 3 committed the most grammatical errors in 

Misformation with a total of 16 errors. 

 

4. Student 4 

Table 4.5. Student 4’s Error Analysis 

Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

malin kundang 

 

 In pantai air manis had a 

woman name mande rubayah she 

lived with her son name Malin 

A. Omission 

1. Incorrect: name 

Correct: named 

2. Incorrect: named 

Correct: named 
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kundang. Mande rubayah verylove 

to malin kundang. Malin grew 

become a dilligent child. When 

mande rubayah old, she work as 

cake seller. One day, Malin sick 

and he can safe because his 

mother cried when he say it.His 

mother didn‟t want malin go to 

city, she worried to malin. “It‟s 

okey mom, no one happen with 

me”. And then his mother allowed 

malin to go. Every morning and 

evening mande rubayah looks to 

the sea. She always pray for her 

son safe and comeback hurry. 

Malin kundang returned to his 

home with his wife. Mande 

rubayah hug her son but malin 

angry. He didn‟t know mande 

rubayah. Mande rubayah angry 

and pray to god to curse malin. 

And malin become a rock. 

3. Incorrect: grew become 

Correct: grew to become 

4. Incorrect: when mande old 

Correct: when mande got older 

5. Incorrect: she work 

Correct: she worked 

6. Incorrect: cake seller 

Correct: a cake seller 

7. Incorrect: Malin sick 

Correct: Malin got sick 

8. Incorrect: because his mother   

Correct: because of his mother   

9. Incorrect: Malin go to city 

Correct: Malin to go the city 

10. Incorrect: she always pray 

Correct: she always prayed 

11. Incorrect: for her son safe  

Correct: for her son‟s safety 

12. Incorrect: Mande hug   

Correct: Mande hugged 

13. Incorrect: Malin angry  

Correct: Malin was angry 

14. Incorrect: Mande angry   

Correct: Mande became angry 

 

B. Addition 

1. Incorrect: had 

Correct: there lived 

2. Incorrect: love to 

Correct: loved 

3. Incorrect: his mother to permission 

Correct: his mother‟s permission 

 

C. Misformation 

1. Incorrect: he can safe   

Correct: he could be safe 

2. Incorrect: he asked to 

Correct: he asked for  

3. Incorrect: he say it   

Correct: he said it  

4. Incorrect: worried to Malin   

Correct: worried about Malinn  
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5. Incorrect: Malin back to his home 

Correct: Malin returned to his home 

6. Incorrect: Mande looks 

Correct: Mande looked out 

7. Incorrect: Mande looks 

Correct: Mande looked out 

8. Incorrect: no one happen with me 

Correct: nothing will happen to me 

9. Incorrect: come back 

Correct: came back 

10. Incorrect: pray for god 

Correct: pray to God 

11. Incorrect: Malin become 

Correct: Malin became 

E. Misordering 

None 

 

According to the table, it is shown that that the most common type of errors 

that Student 4 made is Omission with a total of 14 errors. Student 4 made an 

omission error in several sentences. For example, “grew become” it should be "he 

grew to become” since there is an infinitive , “work” should be “worked”, “pray” 

should be “prayed”, “hug” becomes “hugged”, and so on. Also, the student forgot to 

add “‟s” at the end of a subject to indicate possession such as “her son safety” that 

should be “her son‟s safety”. Then, a to-be/verb was omitted from a sentence 

whereas It is required to make a sentence (S+to be/verb2). For instance, “Malin 

angry” should be “Malin was angry, “Malin sick” to “Malin got sick.”  The second 

type of error student 1 made is Misformation with the total of 11 errors. Student 4 

frequently used wrong form of regular verbs in the past tense. For example: “looks” 
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should end with “looked”, “become” should be “became”, “come back” should be 

“came back”. Then, the last type is Addition with 3 errors.  

 

5. Student 05 

Table 4.6. Student 5’s Error Analysis 

 

Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

Toba Lake 

 

Once upon a time, in Paparat. 

North Sumatera, Lived a man 

named Toba. Toba want to go 

fishing at river, when he fishing 

he threw the hook into river and 

he got a big fish for dinner. After 

he got it he back home and 

prepared seasoning and firewood 

but firewood in his house was out 

So he searched it in the forest. 

Butwhen he back home he lost 

his fish but he found a beautiful 

girl who in his house. After that he 

marriage with her and got a boy 

named samosir. One day Toba 

was angry to his son who eaten the 

food. he said Samosir was a child 

fishand samosir tell to his mom. 

His mom was angry and the rain 

came and made toba lake and then 

his wife and his son turn into 

fish. 

A. Omission 

1. Incorrect: lived 

Correct: there lived 

2. Incorrect: want 

Correct: wanted 

3. Incorrect: at river 

Correct: at the river 

4. Incorrect: he fishing 

Correct: he went fishing 

5. Incorrect: he back home 

Correct: he went back home 

6. Incorrect: he back home 

Correct: he went back home 

7. Incorrect: turn 

Correct: turned 

B. Addition 

1. Incorrect: But 

Correct: When he went back home 

2. Incorrect: girl who in his house 

Correct: girl in his house 

3. Incorrect: marriage with 

Correct: married 

4. Incorrect: tell to 

Correct: told 

C. Misformation 

1. Incorrect: he marriage with her 

Correct: he married her 

2. Incorrect: Toba was angry to 

Correct: Toba was angry at 

3. Incorrect: eaten 

Correct: ate 
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4. Incorrect: a child fish 

Correct: a fish‟s child 

5. Incorrect: Samosir tell 

Correct: Samosir told 

 

D. Misordering 

1. Incorrect: a child fish 

Correct: a fish‟s child 

 

From the table, it is shown that that the most common type of errors that 

Student 5 made is Omission with a total of 7 errors. Student 5 made an omission 

error when they did not include a verb after a subject. For example, “he fishing” it 

should be "he went fishing” and “he back home” should be “he went back home”. 

Moreover, Misformation is the second most type with four errors when the student 

misused the correct structure in a well-formed sentence such as “he marriage with 

her” should be “he married her”. Marriage is a noun therefore it is not correct. Then, 

the student committed several errors in using irregular verbs such as “eaten”. The 

correct form is “ate”, while “tell” needs the correct form “told”. The third type of 

errors is Addition with 3 errors. The student added an unnecessary word in the 

sentence. For example “girl who in his house” did not need “who” and “tell to” did 

not need the word “to”. Lastly, a misordering occurred one time. The sentence was 

put in the wrong order “a child fish”. It should be written as “a fish‟s child”. 

 

6. Student 06 

Table 4.7. Student 6’s Error Analysis 
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Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

Tangkuban perahu 

 

One day there lived a beautiful girl 

named Dayang sumbi. He lives in 

a hut in the forest with Loyal 

dognamed Tumang  One day, 

while weaving Cloth, She lost one 

of her tools. 

Sambi said to her self "whoever 

can Find a lost tool and return it to 

me if he is man, I will make him 

my husband". 10 minutes Passed, 

Tumang Found The tool and 

returned it to him. Like it or not 

Dayang Sumbi had to fulfill her 

own Promise to marry tumang. and 

they have a Children named 

Sangkuriang. One day, 

Sankuriang dan Tumang 

hunting deer 

A. Omission 

1. Incorrect: loyal dog 

Correct: a loyal dog 

2. Incorrect: fulfill 

Correct: fulfilled 

3. Incorrect:  Sangkuriang and Tuman 

hunting 

Correct: Sangkuriang and Tumang 

were hunting 

4. Incorrect: deer 

Correct: a deer 

B. Addition 

1. Incorrect: a children 

Correct: a child 

C. Misformation 

1. Incorrect: he   

Correct: She (a beautiful girl) 

2. Incorrect: lives 

Correct: lived  

3. Incorrect:: whoever can   

Correct: whoever could 

4. Incorrect: him 

Correct: her 

5. Incorrect: have 

Correct: had 

6. Incorrect: children 

Correct: child 

 

D. Misordering 

 

 

From the table above, the researcher found that the student made the most 

type of misformation errors with a total of 6. In fact, Student 5 still wrote in present 

form. For example “lives” “have” “can”. The correct form in the simple past tense 

for each words is “lived”, “had”, and “could”. Then, the second type of error is 
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omission. Student 5 made 4 errorrs.  For instance, “fulfill” should be “fulfilled” 

because it is a regular verb that requires an –ed suffix. Then, the student made an 

addition error. Here, she used “a children” instead of “a child”. However, “child” is 

singular as shown by the usage of article “a” therefore using children is wrong 

because it is plural. Lastly, there was no error in misordering. 

7. Student 07 

Table 4.8. Student 7’s Error Analysis 

Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

Long time Ago, there lived a 

beautiful woman named Dayang 

Sumbi. One day, she was quilting. 

Suddenly her quilt fell off from her 

house. She prayed to gods "If a 

man picks up my quilt, he will be 

my husband. If a woman, she will 

be my sister". Then, a male dog 

picks it up. For keeping her words, 

she married the dog and called him 

Tumang. she gave birth to a baby, 

named him Sangkuriang, but never 

told him who his father was. 

One day, Sangkuriang was hunting 

with Tumang in the forest and he 

found nothing. He blamed Tumang 

for the failure and killed him. 

When Dayang sumbi knew that, 

she hit Sangkuriang's head with a 

big spoon and asked him to go 

away. 

Many years later, Sangkuriang 

found a house in the forest and a 

A. Omission 

1. Incorrect: prayed to Gods 

Correct: prayed to the Gods 

2. Incorrect: who is father 

Correct: who his father 

3. Incorrect: shall be 

Correct: it shall be 

4. Incorrect: into mountain 

Correct: into a mountain 

 

B. Addition 

1. Incorrect: kicked away 

Correct: kicked 

C. Misformation 

1. Incorrect: picks 

Correct: picked 

2. Incorrect: shall 

Correct: should 

3. Incorrect: woman 

Correct: women 

4. Incorrect: dawn is coming 

5. Correct: dawn was coming 

D. Misordering 
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beautiful woman was inside. The 

woman, Dayang Sumbi, 

recognized him as Sangkuriang. 

He fell in love with her without 

knowing that she was his mother. 

He forced her to marry him. 

Dayang couldn't accept it because 

they were mother and son. She 

asked him an Impossible 

requirement to marry her. He must 

build a big boat with in a night and 

shall be finished by dawn. 

Sangkuriang a greed and built it 

with the help of spirits. 

when he was almost finished, 

Dayang Sumbi asked woman 

nearby to hit the Grains as a fake 

sign that dawn is coming. The 

spirits run away and Sangkuriang 

failed to finish the boat. He was 

very angry and kicked away the 

boat upside down and it turned 

into mountain called Tangkuban 

Perahu. 

 

 

 

From the table above, the researcher found that the student made the most type 

of misformation errors with a total of 5. She used the verb form incorrectly several 

times. For example “picks”. The correct form is “picked. Moreover “shall” must be 

“should”, and “dawn is coming” should be “dawn was coming”.  Then, the second 

type is omission. For example, she wrote “who father” instead of “who his father 

was”. Another example she wrote “shall be” and she removed a subject “it” that 

should be added before a verb. She also did not add an article before a singular noun, 

for example “into mountain” instead of “into a mountain”. Lastly, she had an 
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addition error. She used “kicked away”. Meanwhile, it should be “kicked” because 

the usage of “away” is unnecessary for the verb. In the text, there was no misordering 

error found. 

8. Student 08 

Table 4.9. Student 08’s Error Analysis 

Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

long time ago, the beach in west 

sumatra lived a woman and her 

son. Malin Kundang and mother 

had to live hard because his father 

had passed away. Malin kundang 

was a strong boy. He usually went 

to the sea. One day, Malin 

kundang agreed in the hope to get 

a better life. He left his mother 

alone. 

Malin kundang became wealthy. 

He was also married to a beautiful 

woman. "Malin kundang has 

become rich and now he is here". 

Malin kundang mother, ran to 

the beach to meet malin kundang. 

She wanted to hug him. she had 

pleaded Malin kundang to look at 

her and admit that she was her 

mother. But he kept refusing to do 

it. 

Malin Kundang just laughed and 

set sail. He was thrown out to 

small island. it was too late for 

him, he turned into a stone. 

A. Omission 

1. Incorrect: Malin Kundang mother 

Correct: Malin Kundang‟s mother 

2. Incorrect: to small island 

Correct: to a small island 

 

B. Addition 

1. Incorrect: she had pleaded 

Correct: she pleaded 

 

 

C. Misformation 

1. Incorrect: her mother 

Correct: his mother 

D. Misordering 

1. Incorrect: In west sumatra lived 

Correct: lived a woman and her son in 

West Sumatra 
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Based on the table, it is shown that Student 8 still made some errors in 

writing narrative text. The first category is addition with 3 errors. She added 

auxiliary “had” in the example “She had pleaded”, it should be “she pleaded” instead 

because there is no other verb in that sentence for the use of past perfect tense. Then, 

the second category is omission with two errors. For example, the student wrote 

“Malin Kundang mother” without using an „s in the word. Instead, it should be 

“Malin Kundang‟s mother” because it indicates possession. The third category of 

error is misformation. For instance, “her mother”. The student used the incorrect 

possesive pronoun for this example. It has been known that Malin Kundang was a 

man, therefore it should be “his” instead. Finally, the last category is misordering 

that shows an incorrect placement. For example, “In West Sumatra lived” should be 

“there lived a woman and her son in West Sumatra”. 

9. Student 09 

Table 4.10. Student 9’s Error Analysis 

Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

Once upon a time on a great ocean 

happened a big fighting between 

Sura the shark and Baya the 

crocodile, they battles for a prey. 

Sura and Baya are very strong, 

smart , and fierce, but they had 

done many battles and the result is 

always draw. One day Sura spoke 

to Baya he is bored with fighting 

each other, and Sura gave and idea 

to devide domain. The area consist 

A. Omission 

1. Incorrect: consist of 

Correct: consisted of 

2. Incorrect: always draw 

Correct: always a draw 

B. Addition 

1. Incorrect: because of that made 

Correct: that made 

2. Incorrect: that is become 

Corrtheect: that became 

3. Incorrect: a big fighting 
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ocean and lake is for Sura the 

shark and the domain consist 

many land is for Baya the 

crocodile. 

 One day Sura break the 

promise, because of that made 

Baya angry and they fighting each 

other again and that is become a 

very big battle and that battle 

enshrined in a statue, and the 

statue be located in Surabaya city 

right now. 

 

Correct: a big fight 

C. Misformation 

1. Incorrect: they battles 

Correct: they battled 

2. Incorrect: Sura and Baya are 

Correct: Sura and Baya were 

3. Incorrect: the result is 

Correct: the result was 

4. Incorrect: he is bored 

Correct: he was bored 

5. Incorrect: Sura break  

Correct: Sura broke 

6. Incorrect they fighting 

Correct: they fought 

7. Incorrect: that is become 

Correct: that became 

8. Incorrect: statue be located 

Correct: statue was located 

 

D. Misordering 

None 

 

In the table, it can be seen that the most dominant type of error is 

misformation. Student 9 failed to choose the correct verb forms in several sentences. 

For example, “battles” should be "battled”, “break” should be “broke”. Another 

example is that “Sura and Baya are” should be “Sura and Baya were” because were 

was a verb 2 of to be “are” due to the plural subject. Moreover, omission is the 

second category with three errors when the student incorrectly removed a suffix –ed 

for example “cconsist of” should be “consisted of”. The next category is addition. 

The errors occurred such as “that is become” which should be “that became” and “a 

big fighting” should be “a big fight”. In addition, Student 9 did not use an article 
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before a singular noun such as “to small island” that should be”to a small island”. 

Meanwhile, no misordering error was made by the student. 

10. Student 10 

Table 4.11. Student 10’s Error Analysis 

Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

a long time ago, lived young man 

named toba, when fishing, toba didn't 

require a long time to get the fish. Just 

thrown the hook into the river, and he 

got the big fish. He immediately went 

home and moved the fish from the 

creel, but suddenly the big fish turn into 

a beautiful young lady, toba was fell in 

love with her, and not long after that 

they got married, with a condition that 

he would never tell anybody about her 

past. 

Severalsmonth later toba's wife 

delivered to a baby boy, toba named 

him Samosir. Unfortunately samosir 

was a lazy boy, he didn't want to work 

at all. When his father worked hard in 

his rice field and farm Samosir just 

slept. One day, she ordered samosir to 

bring food for his father lunch. 

But Samosir didn't go to the farm 

immediately, he stopped and eat his 

father lunch, then he was angry that 

his son had eaten his food. he said 

"you're son of a fish". 

Samosir was hurt, he ran to home and 

tell her mother, she was also deeply 

hurt " O toba you broke your promise, 

how you have to consequence of what 

you did. Samosir go to the hill and find 

the tallest tree and Climb it" not long 

A. Omission 

1. Incorrect: lived young man 

Correct: there lived a young man 

2. Incorrect: just thrown 

Correct: he just thrown 

3. Incorrect: turn 

Correct: turned 

4. Incorrect: month later 

Correct: months later 

5. Incorrect: his father lunch 

Correct: his father‟s lunch 

6. Incorrect: the rain last 

Correct: the rain lasted 

7. Incorrect: several day 

Correct: several days 

8. Incorrect: month later 

Correct: months later 

B. Addition 

1. Incorrect: not long after that 

Correct: after that 

2. Incorrect: toba was fell  

Correct: Toba fell 

3. Incorrect: Severals month 

Correct: several months 

4. Incorrect: delivered to a baby 

Correct: delivered a baby 

5. Incorrect: to bring for lunch 

Correct: to bring lunch 

6. Incorrect: he ran to home 

Correct: he ran home 

7. Incorrect: several day 
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Based on the table, it is shown that Student 10  still made some errors in 

writing narrative text. The first category is omission with 8 errors. For example, the 

student did not add a subject pronoun before a verb in the sentence “just throw”. It 

should be “he just threw”. Then, the student omitted the suffix –ed for example 

“turn” should be “turned”. Another example she wrote “his father lunch” it should be 

“his father‟s lunch” by adding an apostrophe „s at the end of the singular noun (noun 

+ „s). The, the She had pleaded”, it should be “she pleaded” instead because there is 

no other verb in that sentence for the use of past perfect tense. Then, the second 

category is addition which is the opposite of omission. There are eight errors. For 

example, the student wrote “Toba was fell”. It should be “Toba fell”, “he ran to 

home” should be “he ran home”. After that, there are five errors in the Misformation 

after that the rain poured heavily. The 

rain last for several day, and the area 

was flooded, the whole area became a 

toba lake and in the middle of the lake 

there is an island called Samosor 

Island. 

Correct: several days 

8. Incorrect: a Toba Lake 

Correct: Toba Lake 

C. Misformation 

1. Incorrect: thrown 

Correct: threw 

2. Incorrect: eat 

Correct: ate 

3. Incorrect: tell 

Correct: told 

4. Incorrect: In condition 

Correct: with a condition 

5. Incorrect: flood 

Correct: flooded 

 

6. Misordering 

None  
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category. In some cases the student failed to use the correct verbs. For example, 

“thrown” should be “throw”, “eat” shouldbe “ate”, and “tell” should be “told”. 

 

11. Student 11 

Table 4.12. Student 11’s Error Analysis 

Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

Once upon a time, there was a 

Sura shark and a Baya crocodile 

who loved to fight over food, and 

they were both smart and cunning. 

Every time they fight no one wins, 

so they make a deal. The sura 

control the ocean area and the 

baya control the land area. After 

making an agreement they live in 

their respective territories. A  few 

moments later sura sneaked into 

the baya areathat is in the river. 

And the next day sura still sneaked 

into the baya area and was cought 

by the baya, and that‟s where the 

fight broke out again. 

A. Omission 

1. Incorrect: live 

Correct: lived 

2. Incorrect: control 

Correct: controlled 

3. Incorrect: the Baya area 

Correct:the Baya‟s area 

 

B. Addition 

1. Incorrect: after moments later 

Correct: moments later 

2. Incorrect: that is in the river 

Correct: in the river 

3. Incorrect: And the next day 

Correct: The next day 

 

 

C. Misformation 

1. Incorrect: fight 

Correct: fought 

2. Incorrect: wins 

Correct: won 

3.  Incorrect: make 

Correct: made 

4. Incorrect: that is when 

Correct: that was when 

D. Misordering 
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None 

 

From the data analyzed by the researcher, it can be seen that the most common 

grammatical error that student 11 made is Misformation with the total of four errors. 

Student 11 made error in using the incorrect verb tense. The student still used present 

verb. For example: “fight”  should be "fought”, and “wins” should be “won” and 

“make” should be “made” since the text used simple past tense, therefore the formula 

is S+v2.  The second type of error student 1 made is Omission with the total of 3 

errors. For example: “live” should be “lived” because a regular verb 2 ended with –

ed. Next, “control” should be “controlled”, and “the Baya area” should be “the 

Baya‟s area”. Then, the student also made some mistakes in the category of addition 

such as “after moments later”, “that is in the river”, “and the next day”. The table 

showed the correct sentences. 

 

12. Student 12 

Table 4.13. Student 12’s Error Analysis 

Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

Malin kundang 

 

Once upon a time, there lived a 

poor woman with her only child, 

Malin kundang. Their life were 

very poor. They lived in the 

seashore. When Malin grew up, he 

decided to try his luck in the city. 

A. Omission 

None 

 

 

B. Addition 

1. Incorrect: became sickly 

Correct: became sick 

2. Incorrect: until a few years 
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But his mother didn't allow him. 

And Malin still kept his argument 

because he wanted to change their 

life. After Malin's departure, his 

mother became sickly, and Malin 

never sent any news to her poor 

mother. 

Until a few years later, Malin's life 

was no longer difficult. He 

became a richman. And he also 

married a very beautiful woman. 

And one day. Malin wanted to see 

his village with his beautiful wife. 

When his mother saw him and his 

beautiful wife, she could not 

believe it. Then she started to cry. 

Because she had been waiting for 

this moment in her life. 

Sadly, Malin did not want to admit 

that she is his mother. Because he 

was embarassed that she was very 

poorly dressed. How could he 

explain to his wife?" She is not my 

mother, she is trying to claim to be 

my mother." 

Correct: a few years 

3. Incorrect: And one day 

Correct: One day 

C. Misformation 

1. Incorrect: life were very poor 

Correct: life was very poor 

 

2. Incorrect: her poor mother 

Correct: his poor mother 

3.  Incorrect: she is his mother 

Correct: She was his mother 

 

4. Misordering 

none  

 

From the data above, the researcher found that the most common grammatical 

error that student 12  made is Misformation with the total of three errors. Student 12 

made some errors in using the incorrect to-be. For example: “life is very poor” 

should be “life was very poor” and “she is his mother” should be “she was his father” 

since was is used for the singular noun.  The second type of error student 12 made is 

addition with the total of 3 errors. For example: “became sickly” should be “became 

sick” because “sickly” is an adverb and “sick” is an adjective. Usually the verb 
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“become” is followed by an adjective. Lastly, there are no errors in omission and 

misordering occurred. 

 

13. Student 13 

Table 4.14. Student 13’s Error Analysis 

Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

Malin Kundang 

 

Once upon a time, in a village, 

there lived a poor woman and her 

son, his name is Malin Kundang. 

The woman works as a fisherman, 

but her income couldn't provide 

their daily needs, so they were 

always deprived. 

When Malin kundang grew up, he 

decided to go to the city. He 

wanted to try his lucky fate there. 

Her mother reluctantly agreed. 

Now, her mother was once again a 

lonely old woman. After malin 

left, his mother was concerned 

about him. She became ill / She 

got sick while Malin never sent 

word to her. 

Until a few years later, Malin 

managed to change his fate. He 

became a rich guy and he married 

a very beautiful woman. Malin has 

the ship's largest Malin's life was 

no longer difficult. 

One day, Malin wanted to see his 

village. It's been a long time since 

he came home. Then, Malin go to 

his village and he met his mother. 

A. Omission 

1. Incorrect: did not believe 

Correct: did not believe it 

2. Incorrect: miss 

Correct: missed 

3. Incorrect: curse 

Correct: cursed 

 

B. Addition 

1. Incorrect: Until a few years later 

Correct: A few years later 

 

C. Misformation 

1. Incorrect: the woman works 

Correct: the woman worked 

2. Incorrect: his lucky fate  

Correct: his luck 

3. Incorrect: her mother 

Correct: his mother 

4. Incorrect: has 

Correct: had 

5. Incorrect: go 

Correct: went 

6. Incorrect: its been  

Correct: it had been 

7. Incorrect: her mother‟s 

Correct: his mother‟s 

8. Incorrect: heart is hurt 
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Malin's mother didn't believe. 

She really miss his son so much. 

Malin recognized his mother. Still 

he was ashamed to admit to her 

poorly dressed parents. that's why 

Malin disowned his mother and 

her mother's heart is hurt and 

curse malin to be a stone. 

Correct: heart was hurt 

9. Incorrect: sent word 

Correct: sent any letters 

10. Incorrect: to admit to her 

Correct: to acknowledge 

11. Incorrect: to see 

Correct: to visit 

 

D. Misordering 

1. Incorrect: the ship‟s largest 

Correct: the largest ship 

 

In the table, it can be seen that the most dominant type of error is 

misformation. Student 13 failed to choose the correct verb forms in several 

sentences. For example, “works” should be "worked”, “go” should be “went”. 

Another example is that “it‟s been” should be “it had been”, the auxiliary has is had 

in past tense.  Moreover, the student used wrong choice of words in the text. For 

example “sent word” should be replaced “Sent any letters” and “to see hometown” 

should be “to visit hometown”. Next,  omission is the second category with three 

errors when the student incorrectly removed a suffix –ed for example “miss” should 

be “missed” and “curse” should be “cursed”. The next category is addition. The 

errors occurred such as “until a few years later”and the word “until” should be 

removed because it already used the word “later”. In addition, Student 13 commited 

an error in misordering where she wrote “the ship‟s largest” instead of the correct 

order “the largest ship”. 
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14. Student 14 

Table 4.15. Student 14’s Error Analysis 

Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

Tangkuban perahu 
 

 One day a king name 

Sungging perbangkara went hunting 

in the middle of the forest he want to 

pee in coconut shell. After day came, 

a wild boar was thirsty and wantto 

drink it. after that she pregnant and 

give birth a beutiful baby girl. the 

king who find the baby bring her back 

to the palace, that baby he gave name 

Dayang sumbi / rarasati she grow to 

be a beutiful girl. So many king want 

to marry her but she 

rejectthembecauseshe rejectmany 

king want war. 

 Dayang sumbi finallychoose to 

alienate in the forest with her dog si 

tumang. Some day, she busy weaving 

clothes and her cloth fall and she 

promisewho want bring it back she 

will married and her dog situmang 

bring it back, after that she marry her 

dog si tumang and have a son his 

name Sangkuriang. 
  

Some times sangkuriang went hunting 

with situmang and he look for a wild 

boar who birth his mom. He don‟t 

know about that and he want to kill it, 

situmang who knows want to with 

hold him but the arrow hit him 

sangkuriang panic and take the heart 

of situmang and bring it to his mom 

A. Omission 

1. Incorrect: name 

Correct: named 

2. Incorrect: want 

Correct: wanted 

3. Incorrect: want 

Correct: wanted 

4. Incorrect: she pregnant 

Correct: she got pregnant 

5. Incorrect: birth  

Correct: gave birth to 

6. Incorrect: want 

Correct: wanted 

7. Incorrect: many king 

8. Correct: many kings 

9. Incorrect: reject 

Correct: rejected 

10. Incorrect: because  

Correct: because of that 

11. Incorrect: want 

Correct: wanted 

12. Incorrect: war 

Correct: a war 

13. Incorrect: want 

Correct: wanted 

14. Incorrect: she busy 

Correct: she was busy 

15. Incorrect: want bring 

Correct: wanted to bring 

16. Incorrect: his name Sangkuriang 

Correct: his name was Sangkuriang 

17. Incorrect: he look 

Correct: he looked 

18. Incorrect: who birth his mom 
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and he say it‟s a deer heart and her 

mom cook it. After his mom knows it 

the heart of situmang, she throw out 

sangkuriang after sangkuriang getting 

big he cameback to area his mom 

live, he look his mom and don‟t 

knows she is his mom and he want to 

marry her. 

Correct: who gave birth to his mom 

19. Incorrect: panic 

Correct: panicked 

20. Incorrect: cook 

Correct: cooked 

21. Incorrect:  area his mom live 

Correct: the area where his mom 

lived 

B. Addition 

1. Incorrect: in the mid of the forest 

Correct: in the forest 

2. Incorrect: she reject 

Correct: (should be omitted) 

 

C. Misformation 

1. Incorrect: give 

Correct: gave 

2. Incorrect: find 

Correct: found 

3.  Incorrect: bring 

Correct: brought 

4. Incorrect: grow 

Correct: grew 

5. Incorrect: finily 

Correct: finally 

6. Incorrect: choose 

Correct: chose 

7. Incorrect: to alienate 

Correct: to hide 

8. Incorrect: fall 

Correct: fell 

9. Incorrect: promese 

Correct: promised 

10. Incorrect: will married 

Correct: would marry 

11. Incorrect: have 

Correct: had 

12. Incorrect: he‟s name 

Correct: his name 

13. Incorrect: bring 

Correct: brought 
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From the data that analyzed by the researcher above, it showed that the most 

common grammatical error that student 14 made is Misformation with the total of 22 

errors. Student 1 made error in using the incorrect auxiliary. For example: “he don‟t 

know” should be "he did not know”, “did” is the past form (v2) of “do”, various 

mistakes in using incorrect irregular verbs such “take” should be “took”,  'find' 

should be „found‟, “choose” should be “chose”, and so on.  The second type of error 

14. Incorrect: Sometime 

Correct: one day 

15. Incorrect: he don‟t now 

Correct: he didn‟t know 

16. Incorrect: knows 

Correct: knew 

17. Incorrect: take 

Correct: took 

18. Incorrect: say 

Correct: said 

19. Incorrect: throw out 

Correct: threw out 

20. Incorrect: Sangkuriang getting big 

Correct: Sangkuriang got older 

21. Incorrect: come 

Correct: came 

22. Incorrect: he look his mom 

Correct: he saw his mom 

23. Incorrect:  don‟t knows 

Correct: did not know 

24. Incorrect: she is his mom 

Correct: she was his mom 

d. Misordering 

1. Incorrect: that baby he gave name 

Correct: he named the baby 

2. Incorrect:whoever want to bring it 

back she will marry 

Correct: she will marry whoever 

want to bring it back. 
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student 1 made is Omission with the total of 20 errors. For example: “name” should 

end with -ed” because it is a regular verb 2, “cook” should be “cooked”. Next, the 

student made two addition errors. Lastly, there are two misordering errors. For 

example, “that baby he gave name” should be “he named the baby”. 

15. Student 15 

Table 4.16. Student 15’s Error Analysis 

Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

Toba lake is about a young man 

named Toba married with a girl 

who is actually a fish. They can 

live together on condition they 

should not tell about the girl‟s 

secret to anyone. They did it and 

have a kid named Samosir. One 

day, when samosir worked in his 

farm, samosir was told by his 

mother to send lunch to his father 

in the garden. But however, 

samosir felt hungry and he ate the 

lunch which was for his father that 

he brought. 

 when samosir arrived in the 

garden, his father was angry 

because his lunch was gone. He 

angry because the lunch for him 

had been eaten by his only son. In 

the middle of Toba anger, Toba 

threw out the secret that he 

couldn‟t say to anyone to Samosir. 

Toba said Samosir is a son of fish. 

And no need take a long wait for 

the village to be flooded. The flood 

forming a lake that we know as 

Toba lake. And the bis Island in 

A. Omission 

1. Incorrect: he angry 

Correct: he got angry 

2. Incorrect: Toba anger 

Correct: Toba‟s anger 

B. Addition 

3. Incorrect: but however 

Correct: However 

C. Misformation 

1. Incorrect: have 

Correct: had 

2. Incorrect: to send 

Correct: to deliver 

3. Incorrect: no need take 

Correct: it did not take 

4. Incorrect: The flood forming 

Correct: the flood formed 

5. Misordering 
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the middle of the lake is Pulau 

Samosir. 

 

Based on the table, it is shown that Student 15  still made some errors in 

writing narrative text.The first category is Misformation with 4 errors. For example, 

the student still used the present tense in the text such as “have” should be 

“had”.Then, the second category is omission. The student wrote “he angry” instead 

of “he got angry”. In this sentence, a verb is needed before an adjactive. Then, “Toba 

anger” should be “Toba‟s anger”. Lastly, an addition occurred. For example, the 

student wrote “but however”, it should be “However” only because it already has the 

same meaning: to express the contrast. 

 

16. Student 16 

Table 4.17. Student 16’s Error Analysis 

Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

Tangkuban perahu 

 

Long time Ago, there lived a 

beautiful woman named Dayang 

Sumbi. One day, she was quilting. 

Suddenly her quilt fell off from her 

house. She prayed to the gods "If a 

man picks up my quilt, he will be 

my husband. If a woman, she will 

be my sister". Then, a male dog 

A. Omission 

1. Incorrect: long time ago 

Correct: a long time ago 

2. Incorrect: beautiful woman 

Correct: a beautiful woman 

 

B. Addition 

1. Incorrect: kicked away the boat 

Correct: kicked the boat 

C. Misformation 
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picks it up. For keeping her words, 

she married the dog and called him 

Tumang. she gave birth to a baby, 

named him Sangkuriang, but never 

told him who his father was. 

One day, Sangkuriang was hunting 

with Tumang in the forest and he 

found nothing. He blamed Tumang 

for the failure and killed him. 

When Dayang sumbi knew that, 

she hit Sangkuriang's head with a 

big spoon and asked him to go 

away. 

Many years later, Sangkuriang 

found a house in the forest and 

beautiful woman was inside. The 

woman Dayang Sumbi, recognized 

him as Sangkuriang. He fell in love 

with her without knowing that she 

was his mother. He forced her to 

marry him. Dayang couldn't accept 

it because they were mother and 

son. She asked him an Impossible 

requirement to marry her. He must 

build a big boat with in a night and 

shall be finished by dawn. 

Sangkuriang a greed and built it 

with the help of spirits. 

when he was almost finished, 

Dayang Sumbi asked woman 

nearby to hit the Grains as a fake 

sign that dawn is coming. The 

spirits run away and Sangkuriang 

failed to finish the boat. He was 

very angry and kicked a way the 

boat upside down and it turned into 

a mountain called Tangkuban 

Perahu. 

1. Incorrect: woman 

Correct: women 

2. Incorrect: dawn is coming 

Correct: Dawn was coming 

3. Incorrect: the spirits run 

Correct: the spirits ran 

 

D. Misordering 

None 
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In the table, it can be seen that Student 16 only committed two types of error: 

omission and misformation. The first category is misformation with 3 errors. For 

example, the student wrote “woman” instead of “women”. In this sentence women 

are plural because it doesn‟t have an article before.  The student also chose the 

incorrect verb forms in several sentences. For example, “dawn is coming” should be 

"dawn was coming”, “run” should be “run”. The second type of error is omission. 

For example, the student wrote “long time ago” where it should have an article since 

it is common to use in the narrative text. 

17. Student 17 

   Table 4.18. Student 17’s Error Analysis 

Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

Surabaya 

 

Once upon a time in the north of 

east Java, there lived a giant 

crocodile that was fierce and 

scary. It is ofthe ruler of the river, 

the crocodile's name is Baya. The 

river inhabited by Baya empties 

into the vast sea. In that sea lived a 

fierce named sura. sura was bored 

just eating fish every day. It was 

curious about the river that 

empties into the sea. 

One day sura continued to take 

lots of prey, until one day Baya 

was angry because the animals 

were getting less and less. Even 

Baya fights with Sura until the tail 

of the sura breaks so that sura 

A. Omission 

 

B. Addition 

1. Incorrect: it is of 

Correct: it is 

2. Incorrect: the river that empties into 

the sea 

Correct: the river 

C. Misformation 

1. Incorrect: it is of 

Correct: it was 

2. Incorrect: the crocodile‟s name is 

Correct: the crocodile‟s name was 

3. Incorrect: empties into the sea 

Correct: flew into the sea 

4. Incorrect: fights 

Correct: fought 

5. Incorrect: breaks 

Correct: broke 
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never comes back to the river. 6. Incorrect: comes back 

Correct: came back 

D. Misordering 

 

 

Note: error in to-be  

 

 

From the data analyzed, the researcher found that  that Student 17 only 

committed two types of error: addition and misformation. The first category is 

misformation with 6 errors. For example, the student wrote “it is” instead of “it was”.  

The student also chose the incorrect verb forms in several sentences. For example, 

“fights” should be "fought”, “breaks” should be “broke”,  and “comes back” should 

be “came back”. The second type of error is addition with two errors. For example, 

the student wrote “on the North of east java” where it should be “In East Java” there 

is a misuse of preposition and  another example is “the river that empties into the 

sea” 

18. Student 18 

Table 4.19. Student 18’s Error Analysis 

Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

Tangkuban Perahu 

 

Once upon a time in west Java, 

Indonesia lived a wise king who 

had a beautiful daughter. Her name 

was Dayang Sumbi. She liked 

Weaving very much. Once she was 

A. Omission 

1. Incorrect: lived a wise king 

Correct: there lived a wise king 

2. Incorrect: a cloth 

Correct: a piece of cloth 

3. Incorrect: one of her tool 

Correct: one of her tools 
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weaving a cloth when one of her 

tool Fell to the ground, she was 

very tired at the time so She was 

too lazy to take it. Then she just 

shouted outloud. 

'Any body there? Bring me my 

tool. I will give you special 

Present. If you are female, I will 

consider you as my sister, If you 

are male, I will marry you. “ 

Suddenly a male dog, its name was 

Tumang come. He brought her the 

falling tool. Dayang Sumbi was 

very surprised. She regretted her 

words but she could not deny it. So 

she had to marry Tumang and 

leave her father. Then they lived in 

a small vinage. Several months 

later day had a son. His name was 

Sangkuriang. 

 

One day Dayang Sumbi wanted to 

have deer's heart so she asked 

Sangkuriang to hunt for a deer. 

Then sangkuriang went to the 

wood with his arrow and his 

faithful dog Tumang, Sangkuriang 

was exhausted and desperate. He 

didn't want to disappoint her 

mother So he killed tumang. He 

didn't know that Tumang was his 

father. 

Dayang sumbi know that it was 

tumang's heart. She hit 

sangkuriang at his head. There was 

a scar in his head. She also 

repelled her son. 

4. Incorrect: have deer’s heart 

Correct: have a deer‟s heart 

5. Incorrect: to the wood 

Correct: to the woods 

B. Addition 

None 

C. Misformation 

1. Incorrect: know 

Correct: knew 

2. Incorrect: the falling tool 

Correct: the fallen tool 

 

D. Misordering 

 

 

 

Note: no resolution in the text 

 

 

Based on the table above, it is shown that that the most common type of errors 

that Student 18 made is Omission with a total of 5 errors. Student 18 made an 
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omission error in several sentences. For example, “one of her tool” it should be "one 

of her tools”, “have deer‟s heart” should be “have a deer‟s heart” because an article 

is required before a singular noun. Also, the student forgot to add “‟s” at the end of 

the plural nounThe second type of error student 1 made is Misformation with the 

total of 2 errors. Student 18 used wrong form of irregular verbs in the past tense. For 

example: “know” should be “knew”. Lastly, the student did not make any errors in 

addition and misordering. 

 

19. Student 19 

Table 4.20. Student 19’s Error Analysis 

Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

Malin Kundang 

 

One day, there lived a child name 

Malin and his mother. Malin 

Kundang wanted to be successful 

by migrating out of town and asking 

his parents For permission to 

migrate to become a successful 

person and his mother allowed him. 

After years of longing for his 

mother For Malin, Malin Finally 

came home but he did not consider 

his mother. So that his mother 

grieved and cursed her disobedient 

son to Stone.And regret will not 

turn him back into a human again. 

A. Omission 

1. Incorrect: a child name 

Correct: a child named 

2. Incorrect: cursed her disobedient son 

to stone 

Correct: cursed her disobedient son to 

turn into stone 

B. Addition 

1. Incorrect:After years of longing for his 

mother for Malin 

Correct: After years of longing for her 

son, Malin 

 

C. Misformation 

1. Incorrect: he did not consider his 

mother 

Correct: he did not admit his mother 

2. Incorrect: his parents 

Correct: his mother 
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D. Misordering 

 

 

In the table, it can be seen that Student 19 has four errors. the most dominant 

type of error is omission. For example, “a child name” should be “a child named”. 

Then, in terms if misformation error, Student 19 chose the wrong word. For example, 

“consider” should be "admit”, because it means “mengakui” in Indonesia”. Another 

example of error is in addition, for example “After yeats of longing for his mother 

for Malin” should be “After years of longing for her son, Malin” instead. 

20. Student 20 

Table 4.21. Student 20’s Error Analysis 

Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

Toba lake 

 

The story about a farmer named 

Mr. Toba who broke his promise 

to his wife, until a terrible blow 

came from his promise. The 

calamity would be a pouring rain 

that would cover the entire village 

and become a lake called danau 

Toba. This story from north 

sumatera. 

The message contained in the 

story of lake Toba is that we must 

never forsake the trust of others. 

And we always keep our 

A. Omission 

1. Incorrect: this story from 

Correct: this story is from 

2. Incorrect: this lake located 

Correct: this lake is located 

 

B. Addition 

None 

C. Misformation 

1. Incorrect: teribble 

Correct: terrible 

2. Incorrect: that would cover the entire 

village 

Correct: that would flood the entire 

village 
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promises. this lake located in 

samosir, north sumatera. 

 

D. Misordering 

 

 

 

Note: the text is not complete  

 

 

In the table, it can be seen that Student 20 committed two categories of error. 

The first type of error is omission. For example, “this story from” should be “this 

story is from and “this lake located” should be “this lake is located”. It means the 

student omitted the verb to-be from the sentence therefore it is incorrect. Then, in 

terms if misformation error, Student 19 wrote an incorrect spelling such as “teribble” 

it should be “terrible. There is also an incorrect choice of word where the student 

wrote “that would cover the village”. It is more appropriate to use “that would flood 

the village” instead. 

21. Student 21 

Table 4.22. Student 21’s Error Analysis 

Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

Surabaya City 

 

A long time ago, there were two 

animals, Sura and baya. Sura was 

the name of a shark and baya was 

the name of crocodile. they lived 

in a sea. Once sura and baya were 

looking for some Food. Suddenly, 

Baya saw a goat.  

A. Omission 

1. Incorrect: the name of crocodile 

Correct: the name of a crocodile 

 

B. Addition 

1. Incorrect: in the different places 

Correct: in different places 

 

C. Misformation 
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"Yummy, this is my lunch" said 

Baya. "no way! this is my lunch. 

You are greedy" said sura. then 

they fought for the goat.After 

Several hours, they were very 

tired. Feeling tired of fighting, 

they lived in the different places. 

Sura lived in the water and Baya 

lived in the land. The border was 

the beach. So they would never 

Fight again. 

One day, Sura went to the land 

and looked for some food in the 

river. He was very hungry and 

there was not much food in the 

sea. Baya was very angry when he 

knew that Sura broke the promise. 

They Fought again. 

They both hit each other. Sura bit 

baya's tall. Baya did the same 

thing to sura. He bit very hard 

until Sura Finally gave up and 

went back to the sea. Baya was 

happy. he had his place back. 

1. Incorrect: he had his place back 

Correct: he got his place back 

D. Misordering 

None 

 

From the data analyzed, the researcher found that  that Student 21 made 

several errors in writing. The first category is omission. For example, the student 

wrote “the name of crocodile”. It should be “the name of a crocodile”. It needs to add 

an article. The second type is addition. For example, “in the different places”. The 

student should admit the article “the: before the phrase because it is not necessary. 

Then, the last category is misformation. The student used wrong choice of words in 

the text. For example “he had his place back” should be “he had his place again”. 

22. Student 22 
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Table 4.23. Student 22’s Error Analysis 

Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

The story of the boat tangkuban 

Dayang sumbi was a beautiful and 

kind hearted princess, but 

sometimes she was very lazy. Her 

hobby was weaving cloth. One 

day her weaving tool fell. Tumang 

a male dog, came to bring back 

to her, as she had promised she 

married him. 

Dayang sumbi and tumang got 

one son. His was name 

sangkuriang, he did not knot that 

tumang was his father because he 

was a dog. 

Tangkuban perahu is associated 

with the legend of sangkuriang, 

who is said to falling in love with 

his mother, Dayang sumbi. To 

thwart her son intention to marry 

her, dayang Sumbi proposed a 

condition that sangkuriang build a 

lake and a boat overnight. 

At dawn the lake and boats were 

almost finished dayang sumbi 

became very worried the gentes 

thought that morning was 

approaching. Sangkuriang became 

very angry he kicked the boat so 

hard. 

A. Omission 

1. Incorrect: kind hearted princess 

Correct: kind-hearted princess 

2. Incorrect: weaving cloth 

Correct: weaving clothes 

3. Incorrect: bring back to her 

Correct: bring it back to her 

4. Incorrect: her son intention 

Correct: her son‟s intention 

B. Addition 

None 

C. Misformation 

1. Incorrect: did not knot 

Correct: did not know 

2. Incorrect: overnight 

Correct: in one night 

 

D. Misordering 

1. Incorrect: his was name Sangkuriang 

Correct: his name was Sangkuriang 

 

 

 

 

Based on the data above, it can be described that Student 22  made several 

errors in writing. The first category is omission. For example, the student wrote kind 

hearted princess, it should be kind-hearted princess because it is a compoundd 

adjective. Then, “weaving cloth” should be “weaving clothes”. “Bring back to her” 
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should be “bring it back to her” because the verb lacks an object. Another example is 

“her son intention” must be “her son‟s intention” to indicate possession therefore the 

noun must be followed by an apostrophe „s. Furthermore, there is an error in 

misformation. The student wrote “did not knot”. The verb “knot” was misspelled, it 

should be “know”. Lastly, a misordering occurred. For example, “his was name 

Sangkuriang” must be “his name was Sangkuriang”. The verb be must come after the 

noun (S+V2), not the opposite. 

23. Student 23 

Table 4.24. Student 23’s Error Analysis 

Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

A long time ago, there were two 

creatures, Sura and Baya. Sura 

was the name of Shark and 

Baya was a crocodile. They lived 

in an ocean. When Sura and 

Baya were searching some 

nourishment A bruptly, Baya 

Sawa goat. "Yummy, this is my 

lunch." Said Baya "No chance! 

This is my lunch. You are 

covetous!" Said Sura. 

At that point they battled for the 

goat. Following a few hours, they 

were extremely drained. Feeling 

tired of battling, they lived in the 

better places. Sura lived in the 

water and Baya live in the area 

The outskirt was Shoreline, so 

they would never battle again. 

 

One day, Sura went to the Area 

A. Omission 

1. Incorrect:Sura was the name of Shark 

Correct: Sura was the name of a shark 

2. Incorrect: Baya live 

Correct: Baya lived 

B. Addition 

None 

C. Misformation 

1. Incorrect: nourishment 

      Correct: food 

2. Incorrect: covetous 

      Correct: greedy 

3. Incorrect: nourishment 

Correct: food 

4. Incorrect: abruptly 

Correct: suddenly 

5. Incorrect: nourishment 

Correct: food 

6. Incorrect: guarantee 

Correct: promise 
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and searched for some 

nourishment in the Stream. He 

was exceptionally revenous and 

there was very little nourishment 

In the Ocean. Baya was 

extremely furious when he 

realized that Sura broke the 

guarantee. 

They battled once more. They 

both hit one another. Sura bit 

Baya's tail. Baya did likewise to 

Sura. He bit hard until Sura at 

last surrendered and went back to 

the ocean. Baya was Cheerful. 

 

7. Incorrect: ravenous 

Correct: hungry 

 

D. Misordering 

 

 

In the table above, the data showed that there are several errors made by 

Student 23. For example, “live” must be “lived” because the narrative text is mostly 

written in past tense therefore the correct form is V2. Then, the student made some 

errors in misformation due to incorrect choice of words. For example, “nourishment” 

should be food, covetous should be greedy, and ravenous should be hungry. These 

words are unfamiliar to use in the text. 

 

24. Student 24 

Table 4.25. Student 24’s Error Analysis 

Student’s Narrative Text Types of Error 

Surabaya City 

A long time ago, there were two 

A. Omission 
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Creatures, Sura and Baya. Sura 

was the name of a Shark and Baya 

was a crocodile, they lived in a 

sea. Once Sura and Baya Were 

looking for Some food. Suddenly, 

Baya saw a goat "Yummy, this is 

my lunch" said baya. "No way! 

This is my lunch you are greedy" 

said sura. Then they fought for the 

goat. After several hours, they 

were very tired. Feeling tired Of 

fighting, they lived in the different 

places. Sura lived in the water and 

Baya lived in the land. the Border 

was the beach, so they would 

never fight again. 

one day, Sura went to the land and 

looked for some food in the river. 

He was very hungry and there was 

not much Food in the sea. Baya 

was very angry when he knew that 

sura broke the promise. they 

fought again. They both hit each 

other. Sura bit baya's tail. Baya did 

the same thing to Sura. He bit Sura 

Very hard. Sura finally gave up 

and went back to the sea. Baya 

was Happy. 

B. Addition 

 

C. Misformation 

1. Incorrect: in the water 

Correct: underwater 

2. Incorrect: in the land 

Correct: on the land 

 

D. Misordering 

 

 

Based on the data above, it can be seen that Student 24  made several errors in 

writing. The first category is misformation. For example, the student wrote in the 

water, it should be underwater. Then, “in the land” should be “on the land”. 

Furthermore, there is no error in the other categories.  
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4.3. Discussion 

 

4.3.1 Common Grammatical Errors made by the tenth grade students of SMA 

Islam As-Shofa Pekanbaru 

After presenting the errors into types of error which are written by Dulay and 

explaining the frequency of errors, the researcher would like to explain more about 

all errors from the highest until the lowest frequency that occurred in students' 

writing as follows: 

1. Misformation 

First, most of students make errors in Misformation with the total of 

errors 158 errors (49,53%). It has the highest frequency among the types of 

error. Misinformation error occurs due to the use of the wrong item of the 

morpheme or structure.The example of misinformation is “He eat”. The sentence 

contains misormation in the use of regular past. The verb “eat” is a present 

irregular verb so it should be changed into past form (v2) which is “ate”. 

Another example is “dawn is coming” should be “dawn was coming”. Lastly, 

“he marriage with her” should be “he married her” because marriage is a noun 

not a verb therefore it is not suitable to use in this sentence. 
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2.    Omission 

The second type of error that students made is Omission with the total of 

113 errors (35,42%). Omission mistakes occur when a morpheme or word in a 

phrase is missing or is not well-formed (Ellis, 2008). It indicates that the learner 

has omitted an element that should be present in a good sentence. This error 

happened because the students did not pay attention in writing. For example 

“Malin Kundang mother” should be “Malin Kundang‟s mother”. Then, “name” 

should be “named” because it needed to have suffix –ed at the end of the word 

and it is a regular verb, “cook” should be “cooked”. 

3. Addition 

The third type of error that students made is addition with the total of 42 

errors (13,17%). This type of error is contradicted to the previous one. The 

characteristic of this error is known by the presence of an item, which must not 

appear in a well-formed utterance. For example the student added auxiliary 

“had” in the example “She had pleaded”, it should be “she pleaded”. Then, 

another example is “became sickly” should be “became sick”. 

4. Misordering 

The last type of error that students made is misordering with the total of 

6 errors (1,88%). It is the category with the least errors, This error happened 

because the students misplaced the words. For example “the ship‟s largest” 
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should be  “the largest ship”. Another example is “his was name Sangkuriang”. 

It should be “his name was Sangkuriang” because the verb “was” comes after a 

noun/subject. 

 Based on the result of this research, the researcher found some aspects 

of errors in students‟ narrative text writing. They are using simple past tense. 

These grammatical errors consist of four categories based on Politzer and 

Ramirez as a guideline in Dulay‟s theory (1982) classification in linguistic 

category. However, in this research, the researcher only found four types of 

these errors.  

In conclusion, it is indicated that the most error made by the students are; 

the first is misformation with 158 times of occurrence and 49.53% of 

percentage, the second is omission with 113 times of occurrence and 35.42% of 

percentage, and the third is addition with 42 times of occurrence and 13.17% of 

percentage, and the fourth is misordering with 6 times of occurrence and 1.88% 

of percentage. 

4.3.2. Factors Influencing Grammatical Errors made by the tenth grade 

students of SMA Islam As-Shofa Pekanbaru 

This part is the explanation of the factors that influence students in making 

grammatical errors. The results come from the instrument which has been 
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mentioned in the previous section. The writer found some evidences. Here are 

three factors of errors which considered by the students. 

a. Interlingual Transfer 

 Interlingual defined as errors which is the result of language 

transfer/translation that caused by the influence of students‟ first language. The 

results indicate that there is a lack of competence and knowledge of grammar 

among the students. There is an indication that they did not seem to master the 

grammar aspect well, thus resulting in errors committed in their English 

compositions.  

 For example: *She not my mother (Table 4.13). It should be; She is not my 

mother. The student removed auxiliary “was” which means “adalah” because 

they rarely used the word in Indonesian.  

 Furthermore, The students translated the word one by one from their mother 

tongue into English. For example, Malin has the ship's largest which means 

Malin memiliki kapal terbesar. While the meaning is correct but grammatically 

it is incorrect because of the sentence order, therefore it should be “the largest 

ship”. 
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b. Intralingual Transfer 

Intralingual error reflects the general characteristic of rule learning such as 

faulty generalization, incomplete application of rules and failure to learn 

conditions under which rules apply. 

Intralingual refers to errors caused by the lack competence of the language 

being learnt, so the students will produce incomplete rule application. Then, 

there are items produced by the learner that does not reflect the structure of the 

mother tongue, but generalizations based on partial exposure to the target 

language. 

The writer found errors caused by intralingual error. In some cases, students 

failed to choose the correct verb for simple past tense. Here is the example: 

*He just throw. It should be “he just threw” because threw is the verb 2 of 

throw. Then, the student failed to choose the correct verb. For example, she 

wrote *He have crazy rich money (Table 4.2). It should be; He had a lot of 

money. The sentence must use a verb in past tense, therefore have becomes had.  

Another error is *His was name Sangkuriang. It should be “His name was 

Sangkuriang” because the grammatical rule is subject pronoun (his name) + verb 

(was). 

c. Lack of Writing Practices 
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Lack of writing activities may lead to weakness in the writing skill as 

a result a lot of errors will occur. Another factor that contributes to the errors 

is the inadequate exposure to the target language. It is admitted that many 

students do not have good access or conducive environment to practice their 

English, especially both in writing or speaking. When the students have 

limited exposure to the language learnt, there will be a big possibility for them 

to commit errors in their language. 

Based on the interview with some of the students, students believe 

that the lack of writing activities and homework is always responsible for 

their weakness in the English writing skill. Moreover, the teacher said that 

they sometimes spend enough time on the writing skill in their classrooms. It 

can be concluded that lack of continuous writing activities may lead to 

committing more errors in the writing process. 

In conclusion, there were found three factors that influence students‟ 

grammatical errors in writing, namely interlingual transfer, intralingual 

transfer, and lack of writing practice. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

5.1.    Conclusion  

Based on the findings and discussions in the previous chapter, the researcher 

can draw some conclusions as follow:  

1. From the collected data, there were 24 students who had written narrative 

texts. From the analysis of the students‟ writing, the researcher found 308 

errors.Students are still confused about choosing the correct word and verb 

forms.The first kind of errorin writing narrative text made by the tenth grade 

students of SMA Islam As-Shofa Pekanbaru  misformation with 158 errors or 

49.53%, the second one is error of omission with 118 errors or 35.42%, the 

third type is addition with 42 errors or 13.17% and the last one with the least 

kind of error is misordering with 6 errors or 1.88%.  

 

2. Based on the chart in findings, the dominant error that made by the tenth grade 

students of SMA Islam As-Shofa Pekanbaru is error of misformation with 158 

errors or 49.53% of total errors. This error became the most difficult for 

students because they didn‟t understand the movement of verb and to be from 

present tense into past tense.  
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3. The researcher found the factors influencing students‟ making errors in writing 

narrative text. The factors consisted of interlingual transfer, intralingual 

transfer, and lack of writing practice. From the result, the example of 

interlingual transfer is; Malin has the ship's largest which means Malin 

memiliki kapal terbesar. While the meaning is correct but grammatically it is 

incorrect because of the sentence order, therefore it should be “the largest 

ship”. Meanwhile, an example of intralingual transfer is *His was name 

Sangkuriang. It should be “His name was Sangkuriang” because the 

grammatical rule is subject pronoun (his name) + verb (was).. Then, students 

also stated that lack of writing practice influenced their cause of errors in 

writing narrative text. 

 

5.2. Suggestion  

Based on the conclusion above, here are some suggestions given by the 

researcher:  

1. For the teacher  

a. The teacher should explain more about how to apply simple past tense in the 

sentences.  

b. The teacher must give the students more practices in order to get them 

accustomed to using simple past tense in narrative text.  

2. For the students  
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a. The students have to pay attention to some aspects that are difficult for them, 

especially in the past form of to be, regular and irregular verbs.  

b. The students need to practice more in writing narrative text in order to get 

them used to the use simple past tense.  

 

3. For the next researcher, hopefully, this research can be useful as their 

references to conduct other research in different aspect of grammar. 
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lnstruction: Write a narrative text based on one of the followingtopics. Choose onfu one topic:.

1. Malin Kundang

2. Toba Lake

3. Surabaya Crty

4. Tangkuban perahu
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FHrLlcfui: wrEe a narrathrc text bascd on one of tE fdffdfis topls. Choose onk onc topic:

1. Malin Kurdang
7: Tqbrtske
3. Sur&&efry
4. Tangla.fian perahu
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lnstruction: Write a narrative text based on one of the following topics. Choose only one topic:

1. Malin Kundang

2. Toba Lake

3. Surabaya City
4. Tangkuban perahu
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Class:Xmlol
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kxtruction: Write a narrative text based on one of the following topics. Choose onfi one topic:

1. Matin Kundang

2, Toba Lake

3. Surabaya City
4. Tangkuban perahu
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3o Ag sea"c@ i E i- t{e ferest.
B"t uvheo te dack, Ao"ne {s, (ost his f tsL but hg fottr,d a bea,*,6.,r.9t"t '^,ho in Ais Ao.rse 'F\6te" 

e 
'1,-r 6e marrisgg u..iL1, h erd'''d ToL e b, g rra,'r ed sarnr2srr - O n e duy To b. \^/a s.

wes a -hiLd 6ish.e^d ,";,:: i# I""^", 
*^;: sa.Y1'-sit^

t'lis 
. 
rno"r w.s uv r; aod €he 

^ora come ,64 ^,ede to b a b keand tAa^ h,'" *;fe a,'d his son ic_. grr.,., jnto r i.h
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lnstruction: write a narrative text based on one of the following topics. Choose only one topic:

1. Malin Kundang

2. Toba Lake

3. Surabaya City
4. Tangkuban perahu

Name: No:gr1o Hqhotqni Sotitn
class:xr.ttcri

'the Storg of the boot tonqhuboi

Doqong gumbi WOS.q beauttpt ond krnd htorted qrrnc€fS,!:pt sometrmee sheu:qg Uerg \Ot9.

\et houry t^)os tDQoutng c\g1ta. one do9 her urcourng too\ Kt\.'(urrnong q rno\e do9,corne to brrng
bock toher. 4e cv.e hq.I trorn\seA she morrrqa hrm.

pogong ,urnUr and lsrnang got one son . y\\S wO, nofn( soogru(\ong . he drd not Kno\ thof kurnong
t$os \9 \ok\qr becquse h( tuog a do9.

longkuuon ietohu \r qSsocrqte cl, rrrtth th1 ttqend oq sonq\<urrong .uho ts sord to houe fatttlYg
tn \ouc urtthhrs rnotnerr oorpng s\rrhbi.To lhtport her so\rntenhton\o morrg Yrerr dawng
gumbi ?ro?ored a condthsn that sctleKurroog liu\\da\qtsc anA abook Arecnrght

A\ d,ouln khe\okeand boars wQr< o\rnort \rnrs\neA doWnq Surnbi btcome vCrg rr:orneA

kht gtntes thouqXl tVra{ nnorntvtg tucrs qpproochrnS. gonqFeilong beconne \€tg ongrg
\"(- Vrckec\ khe boot iO horol .
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lnstruction: Write a narrative text based ox one of the following topics. Choose onty one topic:

1. Malin Kundang

2. Toba Lake

3. Suiabaya City
4. Tangkuban perahu

Name: Dan is h A mrnq f o
Class:X,[rtfiq \

/ . langtru [ron Pa, ohu

Onca upot'l g lirne in qrys+ Jovo,\nd.o*rusrq \iued o r'uisq t-ing rllho

hod 0 brou.,'[J''' fruolt';' $; 'il* wos' tpasonE (u'vrb''' lhl \rk<d

\Je avrwg u.;t wil;Once lhe *g s $eanr'rg o cro{h rrrrher-r oFre oF

her Loo\ Fetr to the groun'{ ' St"5 t'oq\ Uerg tt'rec\ 6rt 1"\"e li'v'q !o

ltne -o s too lozv Fo ;;' it -thqn s he lutt sho\'ted out\oucl

,Anq uudg rhcre ? br,itg vn( i'l *:'^t 
: l-,ytll 

give gou ttz(cio I

y@-se!.\t .lr go\r q'e qu.*orel t uol t\ q.f'Statc \lOU q9 \"48 Ct sr<n ' \F J'V

o.re rraarc, \ trgi\ ,tnolrto}t; 
no.,ua usr fuw\onE,ConnQ ' \le bcougtn\

Stlddo\g o \rn@\e 
'f

h<r th( qA(\ng \po\ *uo.g SYnb]^ *o* verg ruuTntred ' she rregrettd

her wor.ds bot arre Cou;-r* d*Ul;' il qhe !9d to *ornUT'umahq

*\il (ed,e yh.s.maii{Ss IIJ,N'*?. rufHw,:: 1,..a
won$r'! \lLe

onq ,;;;*, :::"|:f:tq 
to vo'rle *"\o., *n$,oo:h1 ^ -

S\^qiunrin*9 \o hul:^^5"':,,,i' U:, *o\\bt** dSP it'.-"[p"(.'o r'n <t mother

[i****g*Wt*'H:*$'Hffi flf
!"P:Y l$i. #;U tr^uou wos o ( co' tr'

--*"--."^.-"ryH\l;6;-''
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lnstruction: Write a narrative text based on one of the following topics. Choose only one topic:

1. Malin Kundang

2. Toba Lake

3. Surabaya City
4. Tangkuban PerahuV

Name: 2".t1o Ke5sh. Azz""ht".oi
Class:X FrtR t

TatngPuLan f,<roL,.r_

Lo"to {t*e e$o, tlere titej a. !.eau hrfu I worqqr na*gA Du!re",n1, tu*L.,'
.O,^e d.aS, SLe hta.S ntrith^3 - TuJJc-(g, l^cf luir{ Fzl o{-f ffgu Le,c l^o*Ge. st^e

fmSeJ^ to 6olS . " i{ q. a^,t^ piCF-3 rrP ruit {uitf , f.e wirt Le ^t l,!".SL..nJ - I f o

rrronran,$Li. witt Le.aS SIS+.f') TLe-,,a ,h"rtg- dot fic,lFs iJ rrf-p(- Fe(i^q Le*

r^or4s, sLe rc.a.rrieJ 4Le Jog anJ "*t."J [^;*n 'fuvuang. st^c 5^v? Lir-]l -1D q

taLS , nara-CJ l^i,- $angpu1.aaS, L--t v\ever .l"tl Li* r^i^o t"it &*Ler tv<J-

.Or^e J^.5, Sa.^6 puvia^3 
^ras l^u,^ ,tr ^3 .ri.ll^ lu *. aa6 M 1Le Turest on) Le

fou^A no't!i^3- Hq Lrr,.-el 'firrao,ag ftr ILe {airuce o^J Htte.l hf,r^.lrvl^6" Do{.^1
&.r. gi v.hf-w *t^rt , SLe h+ 

,Sa,^tlg-ur,it..€'5 
l^eoA t-\kL a, Li3 Sfoon n^A .sFeJ 'l^;*

+ 6o 4-41
h4a.5 lseost ta{€.f, $<nSpuvia^j 6r^d ea L'rgg tn 1L4- $reSt' er.*l ^ Aeeu,frfi.t

( )orMq^^ t,ra9 i^S.{e.-TLe uzolvq^ 0.to^1 Sr.-,r.; . t-(c-D9 ni}cJ [.f^ ag $^gt-*v'ran%-
t{e ffar i^ ror/tr ui{t Lec ..tttq..f pr^uwi^3 fL^* dc ovas L;s ,^o.lLgf - +lE $rcd Le-r

+o ra,rcrf$ Li*- b^1.^3 co,rtJ^t* 6\c^deg+'it- Le*vg -ft^e.\ .^Afe *otLef on-l ttt'1 '

3L. asrte J Li- aL^ irarfo(Srlq- reluirerae*{ +- raaacg 1^ef - Ve raaqS-f tur:tJ 4 9i1

Loal r-itt^ r^ a t^ilL.{ a^J 31^otr Le 6r^isleJ L1 do,^,rl.- Sq..5Putiq* x qg,l.e| qnA
Lt'ri1| it,*ill,. *Lc L€,? o{ spivi+s-

tJ"c^ Lc .^r4s qt*ost finist^ei, paga.n{ S.^*Li .r.spJ t^)ol-<^A nca,rL!, .{. L;+ tLe
,fai,-! cs q {^V" sit ,tt^o-t Jargvr T( coaing - -TL< SFid+s rv^ ataat1 qnJ (aa5pvr,ieag

f.;reJ .+. 6^',aL *Lc Lo-{- }te t^,,1 s uerL\ a*arS or^A H.FeJ awa\ tLe loa,* u7s;41

.to,^ar. a^J :+ d.c^e.l i,a"(o a ,^ ou-f^in catrgd TLr^9F*L-,^ Perol^...
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lnstruction: Write a narrative text based on one of the following topics. Choose only one topic:

1. Malin Kundang

2. Toba Lake

3. Surabaya Crty

4. Tangkuban Perahu

Name: Ali)rr &ibi Ayasyi
Class : x r.^rAt

a tonS {iwrt aqo, ttu b.o.t, in wer} t,rm*}ra \vrd q womarr an} hpr son . Malio K",'<lang

kl faHnrr 1ro.'J parre.d a,^ray . Ma\n k".Jo^l qroi5

. one cl'ag , lylqlin lun Jang alr erJ ;n I Lt !.ogt {o

a\ont ..

st I ;dl ' ttr '"al \Lru *o 0i{ ItD r6aall ir la"J'

L\? t*ol to.oc) inh 6 rlune

. Mq\in kr*dang

anl trrotkr \s.l +u \iut hard brta,rr
q S{nn9 6"5. He urvallg *en} to sta

1* a brtltr \igt . H1 tegl his vnolt"er

kunla.g 1.rr{ \o"9k1r '\rl
rlal y loo ta h to( t^in'' '

[\alin [u.&.g \slcav.rf weo[[1 . tlr rP'3 Atro *'qrrt r J ]o a' tta'r [it" I rpoY\^av.''

*No\..n ku.d^6g 6.^, loecorn? (ich anJ {tod \^? ir \ta }r ['I\alio ]<rd"3 nnolhtf ' ra. {" {L't

Lf ".[. tU vrntrL nnalin k.r.'.{ang. SLr wan*tA \u t.rg l^irn - 'tL.p \ad gtealtd MaU^ h'nJang

k0 toolr at tr"tr and ,'J*,i\ {[c] the w&f hrr n'totke:.' '<U t'""] trr kt?I (quri'\)

Lo lo i\

E? lN^"\in

it wcrs
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lnstruciion: write a narrative text based on one of the following topics. choose only one topic:
" 1. Malin Kundang

Z. Toba Lake

3. Surabaya City
4. Tangkuban perahu

Name: Dqniq
Class: xMrR t

Once upon d time , there tived q 
f oor wornq,o with he,r only chitcl , M qlin kundcroy. Their tif e

rsre {ery goor. they tiVg{ in the Jsq.,hgre -

nrheq Holin glew up, he decidcd to try v,ir lqolrrn the city. 6ut hir rnother 4.idn't qllor,*r hirn

tn{ qqlin stlll t"?, hil orJq{hsnt becqure he wqnted to chonge their li6e. Alter Hqlin'r
lclott'rre, hiJ rnother betcrhe lickty , ond Mqlin ngver .fenb ony new, to hgSf oor hoothgr.

-Until q few )eorr tqter , Hqlin'r lite wqr no lonyer ctil6itult. Hc became q riohmarr -

nd hc ql"ro m qrried ^ .*ery' bee,rtigul womqn

'f,nd on( doy, Hqrin uc{nted to res hi.r virloge with hir [gqqt\g\^r wi6e. when hi"r mother
lw hirn 4nd hir bcatltilul ttr[e, Jhc [outd:,no1 bttieve i\. then ths ,,tqrted to cry. flecqtue
1e ttqd bsen r,uoitiny 4or thit rnornent rn her tige.

[o{ty, Motin did, not r"qnt tD adtnlt thqt ihe i.r hir rnothgr. $eco.,tre he wqr ernborqrr.
{ thqt lhs wqr vtry loorly dret1g.d. [to,ar could hc Crplain tro hir wiEe ) ,,lhe.
rother, [he it trying to clqim to be rhy rnothg6.* 

--r'-"" --'r( '' Jne v ^:t iy

Hi.r rnothgr' reolly hvrt uo hear r'{O[,in i wordr . Jhe wq, ryeechle5, otn d, r ho ctod. Hir

rgthlp then cur3gd Mqtin . Mqlin wu' rcured ond begg ec) h;r rrro{hcr. ttowgylr, J.1;, rnorher
rdr o lreo.dy uhock ed and Jot ry,qd q t h,irh .

It ccine{ heavity ctnd lrghtrring .rtrue k. nt thctt tirne , t't qtin turn {d i n+o lbone .

-THE E\tg 

-
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lnstruction: Wrtte a narrative text bascd on one of the following topics. Choose only one topic:

Malln Kundang

Toba lake
Surabap City

Tangkuban Perahu

Name:@nucrt ?ravm lv$a'9
Class : 7a $tA t

13 -or,l -z@22

aa^Mt wn f**no

- 
t l-}-tl-

1.

2;
3.

B

Qf\e da9 [here b'red

in lhe Forest wr'Fh togAt

Los( ool Dr v* IcplL9'
I

Eorfi\;' €aid to "re( 9ev

I sliut fnarg hvn a hvsu/tc '
t,;';r;,^ 

- ttl'o 'it 
or nol

;; ,.nd [hcs harr€ o

arrd

Ane &a'l Y $ao:'jortangs d'^

dr ba*ul"Fr',,t qlfi-L

dq , natd 'tomaref'
pa@ Qagattl (uflbi ' $e ttv"s 

.'n :u"'
oae d€l'L t whtr€ *t€tLvng Cloth r She

ohoerrer can frac ,,to.? yl d'N flt.,'a o *"-T iF h€ i5/,'4,''

10 raraol€g PaEseJ ; avma"q e"nJ fh€ loot ati retufied

!;::;: i#;' ;iljl:l:t 
her ou"('\ ?o",'s€ (o {r,*e

fr3E-?G.i
1,2rrra'9 hontn9 deel
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lnstruction: Write a narrative text based on one of the foltowing topics. Choose only one topic:

1. Malin Kundang

2. Toba Lake

3. Surabaya City J
4. Tangkuban perahu

Name: Chaala Bota n

Class :X gciacocg 
1

5..,.a b a 1a
,t-trrt-ll

[ [s'rn {rnc a$o , there wecc
,harh An) 

.BoSa trnS a C.Dcalita

\rlhcn S ura a,nA Bar5a tr.r?ce

r, - {oal .

two Ce6alecss , Sora anA B"Se. Srm rryaS fhe narrc o€
' lne5 hval in an oceao.

9ae66l61qn sott2 horrcrshna.cht . A bcupttx , Bo$o sa.a)

tt saq Baga

Yao atc (rvc{ous ! ', 1',.tL Su rot

" Y,r-'.5 , thi: is mq tunch .

-' iuro chance! .thi: ts mg luoch .

" At th4+ ?oinl thc5 balttc) {o. ths qoa*. Foltourrng o\ {ew havrs, thag,*c.€
ex{rt'nal$ lcar'na}. Fcatrrx trrcJ oQ ba*llrns, th.5 tiveJ in thc bzt*er praee s . Sr.q
tirrel t'n th c qratcc a;nl. Boga [,v. ln the 71red. - ]ghe ao{sl{i.+ reres Shorcline, go tl.e $t^roptl n?vrr ba.&lc ,,*ain.

0 n€ 3e{ ' Su"o acnt {o [he a.cea. aa! geaccbe) {o. sowte noon;5;naar'b f nlhc s{tza'n ' He LUas excep{ionahs rcv€nou9 aaJ {hcec r*rqg=,vecg t:1+\e nomish rrra.rt tn {rre0 Ceca. B*5q u, q'5 axtcenats {'"to" bh.r. hc ,.ca L'zrJ t}ta-t suro. beoLe .lhe t ver4-nt...

. thaX b.rt{lel oncc norc. Thr5 bath h;t onc ano+h2a. Suh^ b; k gaXa.s ta;1-Bil" )U tiLcr.,., ila lo Soro . [c b;t h arJ rr n.t i [t Sora. a,F last sur-.al.]cl c l ,"vlA A.<o t
bacu lo [hc oc€an . hto qJqs C\eer{vl y



ki*n ct*ori: W?te a nalratiw tffi hrcd on mc of S! fofuffiE topki choose orrly one toplc:
L Mdin Xtmdary
?.. Tobet*c
e *rretqf* ery ' 

,

4. Tarryh$an per*ru

Slcfft6: Ntilt.^ rB.$rtd

Chss : x t*trA

Tnc S{€rq abou} 4 fa{}tlf
{{' hs1 t*r# , \rflt$ * *' 

-&rourd be i, Pos frn* 'FE .

,l ,

lelca*( s fqEe Ctt{d "*r4S-{'

":T

bros. t"tg Pforflisf

frorfl6( (e\C CatarrrltY

€altf€ Utt0q9C and

*drrh sl,rtlaKfd

r{ frta F U, e

erqfltti tE€gf s\,tr
Tte rngtr.tt

nass t rrcf af

PiI, mttes .

6nt*tr***

f,{f srct'

af la Ka

flarYt

and tl"rt

*{f / nOFl!^ (urnqtt,f 6

thrr t*e

r!it
j

t
6::



Name: lnffi^$ -lu,,o f*u.i
Class:1 r{\F 1

5larrane te*t
*-""--""-

Surv,roaga C*g

h toru, trne aap,,lchere uere tr.uo creatrees, $uru, ana Eago ' lu*o u(ts the

rb.meoFas\4oittraM}o^lo.,voac0Lfo@d\tetlaegt\€dina&a'on(pf,rcoanc{bo.yo

tno toop\n4 fur Sonp Pd ' Jud&r*u ' baya 6at^r ^ rye ' " y"*9 ' thts \s

rng turrch ,n 5u,d b^Y - " ttlo r"'agl' rkq$ rq mY \\rnch ' 90' nrP Wclg" SaU Sqm'

{,un |,k9 $ou4tnt &" {v.e q,ar . $q\ee 
se]erar hsur's , theg t^l€r.o Vecg .tlm.l. 

\eet1n9

Itrqr Ot h-,*ong, tYetl tivod ',-'i* A\ffercnt qlc\ces'.hl 0*4 ln nnre r'sa\t aq{

bryo h.Bd r* 
jne und . lche todet u^e tt") be^cv' r s0 tt^€g ssuld reVec

ftqv,t otqalrT

onech9,}.naw€rYt.tb{t^?tortrdavrAlpobedfucJpm(tood\n\h<flVec.
+l€was\t€grytnurro1rgfinA|rtetewasho\mucl'r'luo1in4ne|6eq'Bayq
hJAg (0rg ona)rg w\,r( he bnaw .{Mor 5uoc,, brok< tnt pomse' th"9 fo.,ra'.rA

AqS.^.{tneq both h\* eru' ather 'SUo,' ht b^9'' {oatt' ,ag'olU'flte sA*.e {^I"9

.tD Suea. &ur*hlro rleq vratr,t $,lccntino\g ,1,\uu rtg and r^:16t bacF rD,the sea,

Vry^ .^as [^PPn'

lnstruction: write a narrative text based on one of the following topics. choose only one topic:

1. Malin Kundang

2. Toba Lake

3. Surabaya City
4, Tangkuban perahu
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lnstruction: Write a nrrrative text based on one of the following topics. Choose only one topic:

1. Malin Kundang

2. Toba Lake

3. Surabaya City
4. Tangkuban perahu

Name:y'i,rraora $twloog
Class:I Mtn I

fhere iS a 0 aot &aarg Toba .$td'in" a4 toee . hS

{,s!".-tLat 4rSh Lecotnag a gre{tg h}otl'r'ora .Tot o p.arrleof

car{t lefr augov.e +{.ott }r-er 'drte 
ts a 6+6L '

.TLn5 LLat$e at F f d nou^^{, (antoe$t- +kr c.rst0.<r +€I
6+ *he taFe/ &*'t ga(a,roe1i {or3a+ u*nt ploJ ^rf0,
t rueqar &u€Y C€+,^a-al orad sag g'lnr*i gaae-oet-r.

ttbe tt 
[L6o. a(^qF. rFqo,^.

S.oo16"
d.awao
$atou'-a'f
l"yr .l C. e

Ot t0.o* Luh",l laecaOtroe3.S a.ad ( forg6* 6t'c.fs ae*t ir,lft'^9sl' [..o-/' acl-q

w.ate al Toa. 1ab. - .Tob q 
"Ts ^5e],4l b"+ i{s '{'o {ale ' soa^o*r- dq-4

Leeawe o( € hg u.torlr +r{f h-. fo gr'*4 Fvtao /r^ot*+a-t" I fcrSa+
u-"\o{cf(e o{ tf'e ta$q . .Tha't 

S)te,u fgo^oatg *o,ou€ ol prtao Sc. rr,.ae.-r -

$n6F.crr- 
{etcon5Fot c* adr{

her dtth 85ac^d he

U"tur, +s q}ue L.er *l^a* t"t"alt

hs 4.ar"a -noba' '^rho 
s o^r'3

elrl 4ror"^ €u.sh ' 0"t 313
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lnstruction: Write a narrative text based on one of the following topics. Choose only one topic:

1. Malin Kundang

@ rooa r-aLe

3. Surabaya City
4. Tangkuban perahu

Name:Bolqto tnth [r'in1
Class:1Hfot

Gto Lah.

Ont ufoh a hnu , [n* ls q rn1n no^rl ]oba ,l.te h an orph,n .l ll k dO

is 6rlt fr\hrnqpor hir 
F""a., l' 

;arming pc \vin1 onr aa'1 , foho a\ectJ' b )' lrshrnl ,alt( frrh

:fi] if:.,:*'Jlfit:l*l 
]r,'i|,r: r,lb, hr..hyu , 1.un1,:.ynah5'"' l'arch N, t ca. turn d-,^n y*rorlit' inb cwlylhrn, fho+ I r,^"1,, bua,r*Toh' ttr" Lh4t Lroman h* , hraqr o[ lur hout f . (bho crksol bomqo agntt urrrh onr ccn/rtun 
*-1ar 

nrrtsl h.,1 t\r ;*th ^i1, '"o ,,1;"'ac1/ 
'

^ 

tf 70u prg,tt $rl cpnA,.hrr , , I r,tu lu )bur Lrtle 
,, 

." Ap['" toha aqn( ,,i\h 11E\ om&hon . [h.{ $ tnavrttt.
fca.' lRk'' |}u* haut q sah nqnr/ fqmoar. gamcnr fs a /nr,rchitva^ , [ar7 , anol llu]tonvchilA , [ha] rJo[.,, t],s haw ]" vo* hard*.

orr dol ' hrr nothrr ashl hr h 
,drriurrA r-a rb Gha in r-t, f r.cror.

lf" ,.1*o 
gatd , Sano*, r,l; hunyy ;;- cqr haly ol h,r [a r.hr foo cl .

;"';,.,1** 
*ry angr'7 and yrll aI gqrnonr. Acc roltn\ ru shonr |hot lamomr rs ,on oF

$maH'r $rn h hts prol\r an1- ta,\ uhqt h,\ paHur sa icl . rrir r4orw f 1{cy dn gL/hta^rr Tob" bo*rL,n5 Ih( \rorrn*.
Apltt [t*.\ r tarnt, rii and hir mol.]ur \nrn] r,risnnS . Fotd <orvc l;t. l.],,e,r r.r no [oprorrot,,

dw,,, a'uor\ !htn1 th"\ c^tqk tn tl,r, anta o^"1 Vnro* alaVe. 1k tslqntl r,n
lh rv,td.lt r'r catltc\ $arnr,..r tstun} an,l lh lAX, 

'calltil {ohe lrh



lnstruetion: write a narrative tert based on one of the following topics. choose only one topic:

1. Malin Kundang -.z {

2. Toba Lake

3. Surabaya City
4. Tangkuban perahu

Name: Quicr Aftgqrarnr
Class:XMtn t

One dnj, One *]: \ivq Vs$^ 
'\1t.5 tr,otl^er , .\.." hcrrne \S Ino\rn kUndonS

tv\a\rn konAoll $o \o Ctr5 , Sea.cL **11.

bccous< rnta\rn \o*&*3 $o to cttg, Le Vo'.re Csa25 ra\^ fvtonel :)'
(ard ha rur3 khe gr.l , and lrt^. $.\ h Lcaulr{.rl . .1

- one do5, lne 3o +o k: motu,pr [u., Gnd ],.4 6Nc sot^e u*o^t {o \**tt"'

is'\ lt^c hrS nerhcr \.v<. ltc 50 arrogant '

and [tc rnother Eno*] \^c come{oock, (0 gt'tz rqn 'lo "&'^og,-"?

and gl^. !a".r 116.11<r krndunX. L"t , L< 9t*,rne , 50 Lt \te s qnd 3
{r

SL. ho+ *S vnot[nc. \ 
t'

' \na\tn bondov5 molLsg SoA, And 9\^a ,A
t' 

I curse you , and 
gz(o,\€g\o*€ 

1'

q$A\ rqa\rn Vun donS G"cor,.cs Stelne .

firvD *
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lnstruction: Write a narrative text based on one of the foltowing topics. Choose only one topic:

1. Malin Kundang

Z. Toba Lake

3. Surabaya City
4. Tangkuban perahu

Name: Hisgah Salsabi\q p utn
Class : X Mtnl

M ql,n Krndan3

(undang. The womqn uJorks 4s a f,rherrna0,

&c. upun a tivvr (,'in a Vi\\qge, therc \iVed

neeAs, So E\ey o\\rda5s d t pt;vfA. Qrovide
ht\8

-h]hen Ma\ia krn.lung fred uP, he decrde) to 3o ko Lhe c;t3' He tlanteA to LtS

nis \ucu/ there, l@ab Hry rno+t";; 
'teliyc+anFIJ 

.o.,yezA 
" No- ' het rnoth€r uras ,nce

f\rJ ^:,: 
^'^'^ ^' I 

\")*8,tu4. hiS fvtothcr r^rol concern(J c^tou|

rlain o. tonet3 ota wornan Hpter Ma\int ? 
enf LUorJ lrs her.

nl* , She \oe carn( irr / she gdt sic\< ulhi\Q fvlotti n nev€r 
e I Ma\in

Unht a rew yeacs tqFtr , Mq\in fnanalea trc. change his tat

lrrurd chanS€ h;s la.le,, He,?tt'*u 6 rich ryu anc\c he had rnarricd wiFh ^ v€t5

oeauHtut .Jofnqn. Malin t"iS the Sh'P'J tar3esl-' Matin'5 lipe urotJ no l0n3€r

L

JitFicurt.

ea(ne horne . Therr , Mat; b qa to l'f vilrage o^^ he rne+ hiS rvlot-her Malip'i

rvrol-\^er ardn'! [2r€ve , She rca\t) 'n^,issd 
h;r so n so rnuch ' p4atin reco3n;zcJ

h;S rv,rof her. Srilt , hr r,oal a sl^dr,^C a bo a^A vv'i r to hec '@ poor"ty dresseJ

pafanls.W tl.,arr -ky Ualin diSOdneJ htr lnot-1"'er 
and hecrno{-her"r

hearl i\ hurl and Curse rvr"r,' io te a' 9[one '

a poor urovhon and her son , his na/he is Mal;n

br+ he, rncom e ryxfi courdnt [hoir ]aiig
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lnstruction: Write a narrative text based on one of the follcwing topics. Choose onty one topic:

1- Malin Kundang

@ rou. r-rr..
3. Surabaya City
4. Tangkuban perahu

Name:Vaw,a L{a(wuirn Srrf!r,rhr\a
Class : Y vwrilra ( 

,q l0h% lrrvre qto, \r,Jecl \,y0u\^ct \^ a\ hauned t0bo., whr,w trS\nrw?, t'ba d,iS*t tcqUire
0r \'slrrq \rwre tu oltt {he tr\h. lu\\ thrown tht hwK \t,rlo tht {rvsr, nncl hr rpr tkrt
h,,t ftrrh. \rt runrrneclrut,t\5 wrh\ homr,arnd JvrQUcd -: *ru trSh {rovn thr Creel.,huu \udd,rl^r\r1
tht Git {rsh tut'rn [I8t0 a b.cq4a*r(vut.,_!rvrvvl \o.d.v1 , {Db6 wcvl {cl\ ,,lr [fu( us.th hw,
1^d wtk \\t\qr r'ttrrv \h&\ \htq ay61 vrnurrcd,lrr oonclr\ion \rnat hr *r*a^t:fr,\ 

^"WrU,Ohbout Wt,v tor$t.
Sttr,vat\ \^Auvril^ Lontr,r Y0hr-s wt\t dt\$tovsAto a babg ko9, loua ,^o.vncd Vwwr

o&r^ss\v .!\rntu'<kvtwor\tN1 !O^,n^ot\y w0^,\ c4 }acvl ba{ , \t didrr,t whn.t ko wffk at 6tt.
Jhtrn \ttr {o{htY wuvKed \nztrrd ki t!( ws Y\ct [166 avrd tc^vvn, !c.^r,.nrlsry lwlt S\rtL.
rnt dowr . tlrurt 'otOLI(d lhy\lt0t\r yO hrilvr,q (rruCt tur \nvt tc.tlu,, 61wU\a.

h*t Sotrnnurty ffir,r't fuu ku thf. \0.vrr,,.. lu,r"rnrcclrttt\g,\nr tkopped c*rn6. trr,,t VrrS (or\Wr

^$a\^, \\ntn Wt wotv\ w\^qY\4 tltot, \."vt l(()nelh ton hr,'d Lrutey\ hAA tr,)d ,

ut \a,\\$ " atrt*'.n \{y\ U{ o,. (rs\rt.'

S,^*o*, worl \^A^rt, ttt rann tu \rruwrc c,vnd tr'\\ lwrr rnto'twur ' \Vr'c wot't a'[Eu dgodt,l

vwv\ " O yuhc^ hrux,t q1x^r lrornrutre , wtr^r qo\ h&ue tD grfh\equ&\NB 0t whft\ \tuu

rd , swvw.,lrf olo r0 tv\r \^i\\ onnr.c\ trvrd \trr" \outtr'ir {vtt a'vrcl L\"rlr,t.h t\' t'

^lt tuno! h\icv that {\+r, Yovr,rt gurnred htauitq, \ht uhvY\ \t^'tt tur 6wera'll, {m{,
,wCI \W hvco, wA,t (todcO , t* rr.rhO\t hv?.^ bcCorvwe c\ tOba taK€ Avtd'

v\ t\nr vwru$\l' g\ tht \o,r,ls< thr,vr vt 0m,\ \s\and [ntttcl Swunostv \r\awol .
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lnstruction: Write a narrative terft based on one of the following topics. Choose only one topic:

1. Malin Kundang

2. Toba Lake

3. Surabaya City

@ rangfuban perahu

Name:Ritfq HidagotL
Class:XMIRX

Lorg tirne qgotdvte 
tived a heoutigut womff\ flqm(d 0cgoe sumbi. ove dag,.she wqs

{rtitti$ sr!&nty,he( q\,i([ [er{ otf ((0r( hs1 heure :sh( prcgrd to gods,,,tt o **n.*,ur (Ily qui(t,he trrirt be m5 h,rsbond. l( o wornqn,she wilr be rry sister,.
{hen, O flote dog picrs ik t)(.fo( feeging let wOcds,She mq6.lecl the dog qndcorted
him Tumq09.5h( gov( bi(th h a bobg,floryl(d him songru(rbog, but never k.tJ hir(
t^lho is rukhe( Wor.

Oft( dqg, go0gk'.rrong w0: |wnhq wrth fumo(g in the torerr qnd he pvnd flothing.
kt€ btqrn(d fvmln! f0(.,khe 0,brZ ond p1g4 tim. t^rte ooyong fumbi Fflrr.r thot, stre trit
songr,rciong's head with o itg rt*r, 61fi qskd t,rn to 9o (w0. Hony g@$ btat,,0r,ruridg
(ound o houre in tlg pr$? and o heoukif,rl worilan 

"ri it'r,ar'.-*rrwon0fi,roronf
Juflbi.He rat in love with her urithorlt rnorurng that rhe unr ho *utt* re rriiAhef 6 flarrg hifl, pago rtg svrrrbi coutd not q6E1 it brCIusr 

"i[* 
,*r, rnother.ond roq.

she wved h;m an vfl(ostibte ftqui.,emcot to morrg hor. 

^urnu( 
hJi(d q btg boqtwithin 0 nrght qnd shqlt bt aai*ed bg dqwn. whan h.';;";i mo* 6nishd,

0(90n9 fliltbi asked Lu0n00 nrcrbg to h'L t\e gcoios ae a v?eLgn d.ur Jqwn is 6orx{g.Ht M5 lGg an{g and ricred 0r^rog rh( boqt wide down onj it tvrnal inkos ountoin cntte,) {ong kubon Watu.
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lnstruction: write a narrative text based on one of the following topics. choose only one topic:

1. Malin Kundang i

2. Toba Lake

3. SurabayaCfi
4. Tangkuban perahu

Name: Aqeto Nodgs S-
Class:XS.tm{.

+' t tn pn(or err rrrafi1-;^ hq6l <r !
rrrmp uotrn a***, -r..,"*, 

o uJofnen hqmR nu'de rubaloh she Lrveal r^ath- l"rer nan

khen pa6ndQ #-T",m: ;r#_:x ilT,,.;]: #_X;,lH ch,d
hrs w>ther ' u'rhen 

'{a'n 
.*u3 a* q&t, he oskd t'o hr Fnothef to permr}s,"F qn.\ 

90 b crtg.' 
k no*tt cned r'heo he satl lt" h';s r*hpr ddn{, uqrt rrarrn go {o ct19, Fhe arorni,a *., Marrn.tt's oSog nnefr,, r\o one rqgpen aortfi me] ona flpn h,s ,**n.] ;;:

-Y 
rrornrng ond eueorng !.r,6rdp.*:--:-^l* 

nts rnother Atloo*d ['io'n to o..

# ftlT":.::y;;;*tqh 
bpts b rh Ro' she orapss prqe Fr hec so5-, sq5.

on, Fqe 0,, ,;; -:H: x],LTJJ'*o*' 
r'orrh hrs Q,Fe. Mods o,,,boyarr 

hu,
:s.u [torrn. fad 

ale robeyq6. p

lrtclrn hc).,)re o'no' 
wbaPoh qngn

rosh. i
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lnstruction: Write a narrative text based on one of the following topics. Choose onty one topic:

1. Malin Kundang

2. Toba Lake

3. Surabaya City
4. Tangkuban perahu

Name: FadlqYl l).han t[{
ctass: XMrat

6nr do\ (^L; ^t) 
(lurvl 9un,59irt) ?ttbotn)tara vetl^f ht'tnt''ng in *he niil

o F f-ht [o({: r h t q oil l' Lo fre iq coco nttt S^hal\

a(kr dan U^w\ic\ .^ri 1o\ hoUr, \cr f f,irgfg QnA k4ioafi* +O dfinVtl '

6rQktr|ha1 ql,q({tb^^v\}'ctnot ${( birkh ^ ba,rfiFa\ Oc-bg3ic\'

,hr ti^g -h, f ir, & lr.r bab 9 brinS t"wr h, cl {-o {hc g'tlra ct , }ha t babg hc

!at< n(Ivt( ,a$^r9 5r^\r, I ,^f asa.l) 5 ht frtt-' +obt o\ btotfi €'al tinl
% Dtcah<) k-in o, tturrt +o Ntr.r^J l'x r b.,r r t W f e; f cl l- ln t't I

Pqco,,t )t )hc f ejac l *n3 t ing -/ot llf +<: "r q r

gannnol g.rrnbie Fin,\) Chocar +o 1ti (naR in lht Fofc> I q Ccar'tf anid

"-,,ifk htr d% si lurva1l .

'got\,\t 0a$,5lrr bu9\ t'euvi*1 r o'nA htr Ctoth fott( ' ttnt'\ 
't''t 

l[6me5(

-tnoq ,tt^tLi brig it g,ct ,A snc '-,ilt rn'ltlt' ' dn'{ hr do1 s' ru^ry i^6;'9

-r 6 b..tc k , af-i r- y hotr )hr rnarr\ \ar ctaS <ri iunaty c@r and hatle- a 9 on

k4' hcE Aawr gunl kuriztnl

5ovu.t {-irv.r1 gunl Lur iafr) vtn I hunttrg yith si +unan, o"il fu bot Foc "t ''ild
tootr who brrth h;) *.ry , hc dolt{ no,l 4bora I fhat an{ tu '"'nnl lo till i{-'
Qilunnun r.^.r\o bno*g ,/a+ l-o L, l$h,r\rt lrrirn tb.rt fYrc q#k( Q{ro..z hi+ hiT"

tnzl' \;u }-hor .fu^\ iuriar,l pavric "^! ,* 
fo,\ct l-\r htqrt of si lurhanj

brig if L Lti, ,uon rtn'l- h.r Sag ip', ,,r c,lcer hca,r-r( . and hprrvto'q cooL

,{ . a[Fc. hrcrrnonrn Vno,-l ir thc hc{d o{ 9i}qman , 5k 1- hr-''., o['tl gunXlvrta4n

rFkr sqn) kuciuru, @*ling big h( Corvrt D$c k lo -Attcx 
lnt.r /v\o)l\ li'fq ' k\t [ttk his

n/rd q qna ,loni' hl*g 
"rhr'i1 

h.t> imc,rn , anc[ltn2e vc,r^{ la oaa{d'| ,rt_r



lnstructbn: Write a naratfue text based on one af the following topics. Choose ong one topic:

1. Maltn Kundang

2, Tobalake
3. SurabayaCfi
4. TangkubanPerahu

Natne: *rrr1" &rlr71o;,

Class:I ur6 ,

. 
0nce uf,n a l ,or , lhtc wal a t4na slne| 6rnl a loyo 

"*sdik s1l,t loqS lo fyh,
dv(r (orr/, *rol lrhc y were &" ll ct*arl e, ) etnn, . lvery h.r,+ ll*,1 1;$l w opt.
t/i^ ,. @ t44f ,^.at e aclv at . * '[* @tut corlnl tl* tlia^ artu ann(' l& [o*yo ccnlf.l
ltt bno( ano. 4ghr I **11 * 

^,,te 
er"*^] {t,a y hw t,4 lhtr tcsleohue }grri}ofiut , &MJ 4fvt

*rrrh hfrn p.rnr Lt*a;ct! ir",]" f lt tlayn e.qca ttrt tr ft' {hr nue r' ;{rd $'t wv[ l^Y

A*u cf;tl 9|erb,. iulo lr". ky, ,,{r..th aaa[ .,ln s eovgLt b.y l* h*y^ ' dn +h[ tt |/r'trl

th( f,J 
tl !rr&t oul ;Stit .
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lnstruction: Write a narrative text based on one of the following topics. Chcose only one topic:

1. Malin Kundang

O rouatrta \---
3. Surabaya City
4. Tangkuban perahu

Name: IrJ ctSX'^"t A-aotqLtt'+

Class: 
^MlA 

\

fir*x fho) ]06., t"l.y. js 4bou.t 4 Yc\'t\L3 
n^ftV\ 1c1tru"<o( 

'1oba

onaorier\ \^i(h. ^ umw*" iI*yJ. 
is ocfuo\Y -' Rsh " 

-iv'""1 ca"

llve \ty.,w, tz{r\ Co^Att'on 
" 

ry k\ at?s,,\t klne opr\5{ecret F

an)o [r\e , 'ih.) ,,{'"l. it d'^d have o\ oO 
,,:"*:* 

$1wT o ?r r- On(

&*), wh"an 6qnnor^"r uxvn4 in t^is flru fu{'^'Sqmoq1r 
@qt '

.kpfr\ bg h,I nntkl,+za {' 5"^d t'v'& * *' p"ttrruer ln lh< ,^rde^'

ea* 
'rsoavar 

, (n^rro'^,r q.\t l'-ryq aw"lLte & att< {tta '[-1rrcl"

wl,n',.c\r Lr,Joi Fot '1ni5 
[af,;t -ti*t ft<' bter'-$t,\

u-lhrn ?wcr.^r Ard\*I \o' k\r'e SooAe* ' 
I^is Fo&kt 

*.ns q*,Y

hzcot,<,e rxs \ur,Jru.,-: 3'[ ,l:,":::'. ffi\*sh 
7o-r

il t^^A hWU eq\er\. bJ l'\il 
. 
oI": 

@{!....^: ot'.t

Lu^ 
-ttn ,@;; -",artt" 

"oE Tobo ,uwec .' 1ub'q 'i- w sqrvts*r '

lhe ycro\, kht.,ur.. ve tu utJ* u 9d) !o awJrrYL< ^

I oha 5d-rc\ ?rr,r"<nr i5 o\ ton tf fl(t' (- lP be rLd4 '

And us rf;p ree{ \!KQ' * t*9 w^lL [o" "ht 'tt\tu

tL4
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lnstruction: Write a narrative tert based on one of the following topics. Choose only one topic:

1. Malin Kundang

2. Toba Lake

3. SurabayaCfi
4. Tangkuban perahu

Name: TagytUn W;cono
Ctass:XMmf

9t'rra'ba)44

Once upn ahrae 0n a gceat orean vguatlg hagpneJ a brg FghNU 6ert^rcur,
3uca +he shqrt anJ Sogo *ha 4roo&te, +Wg bat+ler'6oc a fceyl Sur" ond BoJ" ace
r/ec9 Emong' grnar\, 61n; fierce, bot *heg hal &ou maal ba+les and +he Sesulr "ie

atungs dnatrl. O* dE gucq ep\re +o bouo he i: Lorect ulph pghrin3 eooh 6lhe1 arl
9urc. ga\]e qa ?Joa {o &urde dornatn. 

-Ih€' 
0oroqin cDn+isl Oc.earr. onC laL.e is [^oc

2o@ {he 9!,arL aaA .}he &mrm onrift $ang hnl is pr 0ogot fhe Croccd.{o ,

Dne dry Cure, brcat +he pc6mite I bQeati-l,e af thaf rnadn- BoUo angry anJ +bs
,1ghhry eorchol-h.r agaittp1ftJ ,{\rt rs W<r,ne a l/er\J ;g bo4le- . and *hh+ bufrfg

enrhrsne.l in a -f*q{rye, &M }he s{o$'ue ha lo"orctr .1p gtrrobugo O'rJ nghf no,.g
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